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ABSTR,ACT'

These studies investigate existing procedures to evaluate stable performance

of arresters under wet and polluted conditions. Procedures proposed by IEC,

IEEE and Japanese Standards were applied to distribution class arresters

housed in EPDM and energized with negative dc voltage, and then the be-

havior of arresters under these procedures was evaluated.

Suggestions have been made about the suitability of application of methods

designed for ac voltage testing to distribution class arresters energized with

dc voltage.
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Chapterl INTROÐ{JCTXON

1.1. Gene¡aL

The first commercial metal oxide surge affesters were placed in service on fansmission sys-

tems in l976.They offer significant advantages over silicon carbide arresters including su-

perior protective characteristics, improved reliability because of design simplicity, superior

performance in low impedance circuits (e.g., cable and capacitor applications), and superior

energy absorbing capability under polluted conditions. Although the new arresters were a

considerable departure from the gapped silicon carbide arresters then in use, they were ac-

cepted rapidly by utility engineers because of the aclvantages listecl above, and because they

were subjected to a rigorous program of analysis and tests to demonstrate their suitability

for seruice. Operating experience since 1976 indicates that the analysis and test program

yielded realistic results.

A few years later metal oxide affesters were introduced to meet the need for better protection

of cables used in underground dismibution system. It was recognized that the iow protective

levels required for cabies would result in temporary over voltage capability for the arïesters

lower than desirable for some applications, and the over voltage failures might occìu on

some systems. Operating experience has shown that the arresters did reduce equipment fail-

ures, and while some over voltage failures have occurred, the improvement in protection has

been sufficient to result in widespread application of riser pole aresters.

During the last few years, metal oxide arresters have been designed for the protection of

overhead distribution equipment, and these arresters are replacing silicon carbide arresters

on many systems. Experience has shown that most failures of siiicon carbide arresters occur

because of reduction of spark--over voltage due to moisture or contamination ingress inside

the arrester. This can cause a repetitive spark-overs at or near normal operating voltage. Be-

cause rnetal oxide valve elements are more nonlinear than silicon ca¡bide elements, gaps are



not required in metal oxide arresters designed with protective characteristics approximately

the same as silicon carbide arresters. Elimination of gaps results in significant improvement

in reliability. Because the experience with metal oxide clistribution affesters is limited, the

most reaiistic method available for estimating the long run frequency of surge failures of

metal oxide anesters is to compare their surge discharge capability to that of silicon carbide

arresters [1].

Since the last few years metal oxide a.rresters are being housed in polymeric insulation. The

advantages of choosing polymer instead of porcelain as the housing material for arresters

are, light weight, shorter length of arrester possible due to the use of an insulated mounting

bracket, reduced risk of shattering and explosion of the housing during arrester faiiure, im-

proved resistance to moisture ingress due to close fitting provided by the polymer, etc. Pres-

ently, polymer housed arresters are available up to 36 kV rating, and there are plans to man-

ufacture them for higher voltages. Currently available arresters use either an EPM or an

EPDM polymer, and it is expected that silicone rubber housed arresters will be available

shortly [2].

Considerable amount of service experience and laboratory tests have demonstrated that

there are two types of polymers, namely silicone rubber and ethylene propylene rubber

(EPR, which is the generic name for EPM and EPDM polymers), that are weli suited for out-

door applications. A major concern which still remains in the use of these materials is their

behavior under combined high electric sffess, moisture and outdoor contamination. Corona

ancl dry bands arcing are promoted uncler such conditions. Unlike with porcelain, corona on

polymers can cause degradation in the form of radial cracks, and pin holes, and dry band arc-

ing can cause degradation in the form of tracking and erosion *.

Metal oxide arresters for higher voltage ratings are made by stacking multiple low voltage

* Tracking is defined as the fonnation of the conducting layer of carbon deposit formed on the surface due to

polyrner degradation. Erosion is defined as tlle loss of material with time.



sections. For a constant diameter, the eiectric field near the high voitage electrode will in-

crease with the applied voltage, thereby increasing the risk of occurrence corona at operating

voltage.

It would be valuable to determine the highest voltage class polymer housed arresters which

could be used without corona problems.

In polymer housed arresters, the housing fits more snugly and tightty to the metal oxide col-

umn than is obtained with porcelain, hence providing a greater resistance to moisture in-

gress. However, this also increases the capacitance between housing and the arrester col-

umn. Consequently, there is a concern by the users that under contaminated conditions the

internal arrester current may be affected by the external leakage cuûent (mostly in ac). This

could resultin heating the zinc oxide blocks and eventual failure of the anester. If this is true,

an evaluation of the effect of contamination on the internal current should be performecl.

Another problem with the use of polymers is the lack of a meaningful laboratory tests to pre-

dict the performance in service. Dry band arcing is largely controlled by the surface electric

stress, which varies for different devices. Although there is data avallable for polymer out-

door insulation, this may not be applicable to polymer housed surge arresters [2].

Field experience has shown that the performance of insulators subjected to the effect of at-

mospheric agents, especially pollution and wetting, is one of the weak conditions for dc sys-

tem reliability.

In general the accumulation of the contaminant is higher on insulators in dc systems than in

ac ones, enhancing the importance of the pollution problems. Furthermore the distribution

of the contaminant tencls to be more non-uniform in the dc than in the ac cases. These facts

were, at least partly duplicated in iaboratory making use of dust chamber contamination

method [3].

In addition, tests carried out with procedures proposed for standardization [4] have shown

that the poliution strength under dc voltage is generally lower than under ac one with the

same pollution degree, again underlining the importance of poliution problems for dc sys-



tem.

The appiied test procedures were generally just extended from the ac applications and their

representativeness with the respect to the peculiarities of dc voltage could necessitate a fur-

ther investigation.

1.2. General properties of the metal oxide surge arrester.

1.2.1. Microstructure.

The metal oxide material is a ceramic made by mixing ZnO with small amounts of additive

materials, such as Bi2O3, CoO2, Cr2O3,MnO and Sb2O3, granulating the mixture, then dry-

ing it, pressing it into discs, and finally sintering it I5l.

TheZnOgrains(aboutl0pmdiameter)haveaiowresistivityandaresuroundedby agran-

ular layer, which is ahigh resistive oxicle ( about0.1 pmthick ). The two are sffongly bonded

to each other. The disc can be represented by the equivalent circuit shown in Figure 1.1.

10-2 f2m )

Ri(p=168-16-29*¡ C ( e' = 500-1200 )

Fig. 1 . 1 . Equivalent circuit of a meral oxide disc [5].



R¡ in this figure represents the nonlinear resistance of the granular layers, where the resistiv-

ity p changes from 108 f¿m for low electric field stress to just below 0.01 Om for high stress.

The granul ar layer has a relative dielectric constant between 500 and 1 200 depending of the

manufacturing process. R, is the resistance of the ZnO grains with the resistivity of about

0.0 1 Çlm. L represents the inductance of the metal oxide disc and is determined by the geom-

etry of the current flow path.

1.2.2. Volt--current characteristic.

The volt--current characteristic of MOSA is shown in Figure 1.2. Based on the conduction

mechanism of the microstructure the V-I characteristic is divided into three regions:

dc 2Oo

¿c-tOO 
o

ac20 oC

uð ioo "c

5A
10

Current

Fig. 1.2. Typical volt-current characteristics of one specific metal oxide disc

(80 mm diameter, 20 mm height).
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a) Low electric field region ( Region 1 ).

The concluction mechanism in this region is explained by means of energy barriers in the

granular layer. These barriers prevent electrons from moving from one grain to another. An

applied electric field has the effect of lowering these barriers and electrons pass over them

therrnally.This is called Schottky emission ( as in semiconductor diodes, transistors, etc. )

ancl gives rise to a small current through the material.

The current density is given approximately by equarion 1.1 t5l.

( 1.1 )

where J6 is constant depending on the material and the geometry of the granular layer, Õs

the potential barrier, E the electric field stress, e the electron charge, e the dielectric constant,

k the Boltzman's constant and T the absolute temperature.

Higher temporatures increase the energy of the electrons and they can pass over the barrier

more easily.

b) Medium electric field region ( Region 2 ).

When the electric field in the granular layer reaches about 100 kV/mm elecffons move

through the barriers by the tunnel effect represented by equation 1.2 t5l.

J, = J.*r[- I E,T *-@"1
krJ



J, = Jo"*p(- çad/'¡ø¡) (r.2)

where J9 and A are constant for a specific material.

c) High electric field region ( Region 3 ).

In this region the voltage drop at the barrier due to the tunnel effect is small and the voltage

dropped across the resistance R, of the ZnO grains dominates. The current then graduaiiy

approaches the linear relation with the voltage described by equation 3.

I _ KVA (1.3)

where k ancl cI, are constants for a specific material. The applicable exponent ø depends on

the conduction region and can vary between 3 and 50. Even in a specific region generalized

numbers are not applicable and the actual affester characteristics are cleveloped from the de-

termined constants.

1.2.3. Imolications.

In regions I and 2 of the V-I cha¡acteristic the voltage applied to the arrester drops across

the granular layer. Consequently, suitable measures have to be applied along the outer sur-

face of the cliscs, in order to prevent external discharges across the outer wedges between

theZnO grains.

in order to keep the power dissipation in a metal oxide arrester due to the system operating

voltage small, the continuous operating voltage of the arrester has to be chosen in region 1.

In this region the peak value of current is usually well below 1 mA.



The value of the current through the metal oxide varistor in region 1 depends on the granular

layer and is thus influenced by the manufacturers selection of the materials and production

technique.

The dispersion of the current characteristics means, that the ar¡ester's supervision by means

of current measurements is only possible, when the current is measured in service installa-

tion at the same new arrester. The temperature according to Figure I.2has to be observed

taking into account that the current can change by several 7o per oC ( typically 3 Vo ). The

initial and comparison measurements have to be carried out at approximately the same ambi-

ent temperature after obtaining the thermal equilibrium of the arrester.

The protection characteristics of the arrester are determined by the voltage--current charac-

teristic in regions 2 and3.In these regions the influence of temperature has disappeared and

the deviation from the linear voltage distribution along the arrester is only determined by the

dispersion of the voltage--curent characteristic. It can be assumed that the dispersion is small

and the voltage distribution is linear.

1.2.4. Thermal stabilit)¡.

When a steady state thermal analysis is conducted as shown in Figure 1.3 the power dissipa-

tion-temperature curve P-T is the heat generation curve of metal oxide element and the heat

loss temperature curve Q-T is the heat dissipation curve of the heat dissipation system of

MOSA. There are two intersections of the two curyes: pointA represents stable balance con-

ditions and the point B represents instability threshold balance conditions.

When MOSA is operating at point B, even if the heat generation of the ZnO element is in-

creased slightly, the thermal run away is bound to occur. In general the design is such that

theZnO element of MÛSA aiways remain at the operating point A; that is, they are in stable

conditions. The energy difference between two points (A,B) is called allowable surge ener-

gy. The larger the energy difference between A and B the larger the capacity ofthe surge ener-



gy for MOSA. It can be guaranteed that MOSA returns to ( or approaches ) point A provided

that the surge energy does not exceed the allowabie value [5].

Fig. 1.3. Evaluation of MOSA steady state stability using the heat

loss-input characteristic [6].

As shown in Figure 1.2 and Eq. 1.1 the current and thus also the power dissipation in the ar-

rester at the operating voltage increases with the temperature with an exponent greater than

1. The dissipated power has to be transferred from the arrester blocks via the arrester housing

and via the connections to the surrounding air. To achieve thermal stability, the power ftans-

fer to the environment for a given temperature must exceed the sum of the input power

formed by the power dissipation and the possible racliations.

The temperature, at which thermal instabiiity begins depends on the arrester conshuction i.e.

the heat transfer conditions, the material characteristic, and the applied operating voltage.

The energy necessary to reach this temperatue depends on the initial temperature of the re-

()
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sistor blocks, which rnay not be equal over the complete affester and depends on the time

taken to dissipate this energy in the arrester. The unequal initiat temperatures may originate

from the nonLinea¡ voltage distribution along the ar¡ester which is, in particular, possible,

when conductive surfaces e.g. by pollution influence this distribution. The time taken to ex-

pencl a high energy inside an arrester can vary between some 10 ps due to lighting curïents

to several seconds due to temporary over voltages. In general it can be assumed that the short-

er times create the more severe conditions, owing to possible unequal temperatures within

the blocks and absence of heat transfer to the surroundings.

The voltage-+urrent characteristic of the met¿l oxide material offers the degree of nonlinear-

ity necessary to fulfil the mutually contradicting requirements of a low protection level at

high current values and a low current, i.e. a low power dissipation, at the system operating

voitage. Surge arresters using this material, therefore, can be connected to the system with-

out series spark gaps disconnecting the varistors from the operating voltage.

Structure of and the current conduction mechanism through the material make evident that

a metal oxide alTester without series gaps can represent a reliable equipment in the system,

if its voltage--current characteristics remain stable with time and if they are selected ade-

quately with respect to the voltage stresses in service.

A metal oxide aûester can be thermally unstabie only at high temperatures. Generall¡ varis-

tor temperatures far above 100 "C are necessary. At such temperafues the voltage distribu-

tion is linear, even if the temperature is not absolutely the same in all resistors. The thermal

stability, therefore, is not affected by the süge arrester grading and what is important, can

be tested at continuous operating voltage.

1.2.5. Pollution effect on MOSA.

10



When polluted metal oxide arrester is energized, a leakage current will flow in the poliution

layer, if the layer is wetted by fog, rain or wet snow. This leakage current will be unevenly

clistributed along the circumstance of the insulator. As the housing diameter is varying, the

leakage current density ancl consequently the power dissipation and drying of the pollution

layer will vary along the arrester. Dry bands are established with the consequence that the

external voltage distribution will differ from the voltage distribution along the stack of the

varistors inside the arrester. Radial voltage differences are established along the arrester re-

sulting in the transfer of current from the poilution layer outside to the varistor inside via the

capacitive coupling. This means that the varistors shunting the dry bands may be sffessed

by a considerably higher cunent than what is normal for dry and clean housings. In addition,

apart of the external leakage current on one unit may flow through the varistors in another

unit via the metal flanges that represent a galvanic connection between external pollution

layer and the varistors.

Depending on the arrester design the consequence of this behavior may be that the increased

varistor temperatue may cause thermal instability, if combined with over voltages and faults

in the network. This will require that the varistor temperature increase caused by pollution

has to be an important parameter in the operating duty test of a met¿l oxide surge arrester.

The difference between the voltage disfributions along the varistor column and along the out-

side housing surface of the anester causes aradialvoltage stress, which may initiate internal

partial discharges changing the composition of the gas within the arrester. If the varistors are

not effectively sealed by a tight cover on the surface, this may lead to their deterioration. In

addition, possible deposits on the varistor surfaces may cause increased surface concluctivity

on the varistors due to paftial discharges, in the case when the interior of the arrester is not

kept sufficiently dry.

In principle both effects are separate and the surface conditions giving rise to one of the two

effects can be different [5].

i1



1.2.6. Information obtained from field tests.

From natural pollution tests on metal oxide arresters without gaps it is observed that the heat-

ing of the varistor may be nonlineariy distributed along the arrester ( see chapter 3 ). What

part of the arrester ( top, middle or bottom ) reaches the highest temperature varies from one

exposlrle to another. It seems to vary randomly. Furthermore, the temperature may stay uni-

form within the arrester for a long time and may then became non-uniform or it may be non-

uniform aiready after amuch shorter tirne of exposure. The time of occurrence of the maxi-

mum temperature also varies randomly. There are indications from field tests that high

temperatures are most probably generated during a reiatively small numbers of incidents of

externai pollution explaining these inconsistent observations [5].

Tests are being conducted in different locations with varying pollution conditions ranging

from clean environments far away from cities and indusnial centers to locations where the

MOSA can be stressed beyond thermal run away. This indicates that it would be unrealistic

to apply the same pollution requirements to all affester independent of their location. Conse-

quently, a relevant procedure for classification of pollution severity ( pollution zones ) with

respect to MOSA sffessos has to be established.

It may also happen that more energy is accumulated by the arrester clue to many small leak-

age current pulses than due to few with high arnplitude. However, the distribution of these

current pulses in time is very important with respect to the possible cooling of the MOSA.

Consequently, the current pulse amplitude, the current pulse duration of pollution activity

have all to be considered when determining the affester stress.

This leads to the need of a new ciassification of pollution severity with regards to stress on

metal oxide strrge arresters. The commonly used Equivalent Salt Deposit Density (ESDD)

is not relevant if the intensity and duration of pollution activity is not defined. Very high ex-

pected external currents appearing during short periods of time will for instance not be deci-

sive in determining MOSA thermal stability under polluted conditions.

t2



1.2.1 . Artificial pollution tests.

Artificial pollution test procedures have been devised by CSA, ANSI/IEEE, IEC and Japa-

nese Stancla¡ds to evaluate the abitity of arrester to perform stably in a wet and polluted envi-

ronment. It is important to compare existing procedures and assess them because many un-

certainties exist and satisfactory pollution test procedure has yet to be worked out.

An artificial pollution test procedure must satisfy three criteria l7l :

i) The test must be reiiable; arresters which pass the laboratory test must

not fail under service conditions.

ii) The test should not be too sffingent. Adoption of very stringent test proce-

dures wiil result in conservative designs.

iii) The test must to some degree, simulate the naturally occurring service

conditions; otherwise overly stringent conditions will be imposed on ar-

rester components.

A high resistor temperature may be obtained by several of the artifîcial pollution test meth-

ods used at present by different laboratories.

In this study some of the main and common test procedures were investigated. The arrester

was tested in accordance with following methods:

1) Solid Deposit Method proposed by IEC.

2) Dip Test - modified version of Partial Weming Tesr.

3) Wet Sluny Test proposed by IEEE.

4) Partial Wetting Test proposed by IEEE.

5) Test Method in accordance with Japanese Standards.

6) Salt Fog Test proposed by IEC.

Each method was repeated with differentpollution levels, some of them with different volt-

age levels and with two arresters in series. Some of the methods were modified to investigate

t3



the behavior of the arrestor in severe conditions. The description of every method, proposed

modification, results of the tests obtained in our laboratory and in other laboratories will be

presented in chapter 4.
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Chapter 2 EXPER{MÐNTAT, SET'{JP ANÐ APPARAT'{JS"

2.1. ZnO Surge Arrester specimens.

a) Polymeric housed arrester.

The polymeric housed gapless ZnO arrester ( type HEA 12 ) used in this test was manufac-

tured in the United Kingdom by Bowthrope EMP Limited. The polymeric housing material

is Ethylene Propylene Diene Monomer ( EPDM ) - the hydro-carbon rubber.

The arrester comprises of high strength core which is homogeneously wrapped in cured resin

irnpregnated fibre glass to prevent the ingress of moisture and the enfapment of voids. Alu-

minium heat sinks are placed between metal oxide elements to dissipate the heat generatecl

during operations.

Arrester's Technical Details.

Rated voltage

Maximum Continuous Operating Voltage

Rated frequency

Steep cuüent discharge

current 10 kA

Discharge voltages ( 8 x 20 )

i) at5kA

ii) at 10 kA

iii) at 20 kA

Temporary over voltage capability

1 second 15 kV rms

: 12 kV rms

: 9kV rms

60 Hz

42.4kY crest

34.8 kV crest

38.5 kV crest

43.i kV crest

Length

15

226 mm



Stainless Steel
Terminal
Assembly

cap

Terminal
Block

Thermal
Barrier

Polymeric
Housing

Metal Oxide
Elements

Heat Sink

Weather Seal

Fig.2.1. EPDM Affester Specimen.
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Total creep distance

Weight

Diameter of ZnO blocks

operating temperatule range

420 mm

2.5 kg

42 mm

-40to+110 OC

b) Specimen preparation.

To DMM
HV Suppiy

Surface leakage current
Metalban#

To
DAS

Internal current

Fig.2.2. Surge arrester specimen tbr artificial pollution test.

The arrester specimen was prepiled to monitor the internai block and surface leakage cur-

17



rents as shown in Figure 2.2. For measuring the internal current the ground electrode was

connected to a 50 f) coaxial cable. A metal band was inserted above the bottom shecl and

connected to a 50 Ç) coaxial cable to transmit the surface leakage current. To assure good

electrical contact between the metal band and ar¡ester housing, silver paint was applied be-

tween the contact surfaces. Thepart of arrester between the metal band and bottom elecffocle

was greased using non conductive silicon grease to insulate the internal current from the sur-

face leakage cuffent.

For measuring the temperature of the top ZnO block a hole was clriliecl from the top cap of

arrester to the ZnO block.

2.2. High Voltage dc Suppiy.

240Y
Variac

30 A 30A
tactor c. B.

240 I r4,400v

C - Capacitance Bank ; 14.lpF

R - Bleeding Resistance ; 200 kO

Fig2.3. Schematic diagram of the HVDC Source.

ï
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A three phase full wave rectified dc source shown in Figure 2.3 supplied a negative polarity

voltage. The source consists of a transformer bank with three single phase clistribution trans-

formers, high voltage rectifier bridge and a capacitor bank.

The single phase distlibution transformers were connected in a star configuration. From the

high voltage side of the transformer bank high voltage ac was supplied to the three phase full

wave rectifier consisting of six HV rectifiers. To maíntain a reasonable constant voltage in

the presence of discharges, a capacitor bank of 14.1 ¡tF was incorporated in the output volt-

age.

The output voltage was controlled by a 0 to 240 v three phase variac and protected by a

30 A magnetic circuit breaker.

A bleeding resistor of 200 kC) was coupled between the dc terminal and the ground.

The bleeding resistor was inserted in the circuit for two very important reasons:

- to improve voltage regulation,

- to improve the reiation between voltage regulation and dc ouþut current. This character-

istic consists of two linearportions, of which the first one applies for small currents is much

steeper ( see Figure 2.4).The application of bleeding resistance brings the operating point

closer to the higher current region and makes the characteristic smoother.

The dc source was grounded automatically after each operation by the 30 kO resistor.

The specifications of the main components of the source are described as follows:

Transformer Darameters:

single phase ONAN Distribution Transformer produced by carte Elecnic:

Transformer ratio : I4.4kV / 240 V

kVA rating : 10 kVA

Impedance at 85 oC :2.04 Vo

BIL .125 KV
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Insulation class

Rectifier Darameters:

Peak Inverse Voltage

Current rating:

- natural convection 25 "C

- forced air

- in oil

Over current rating:

- lcycie surge

Capacitor Darameters:

Capacitance

Rated voltage

:18 kV

60 kv

1.5 A

3A

3.8 A

150 A

4.7 ¡t"F

:30 kV dc

2.3. Squrce requirements.

The general requirements for sources are the stable voltage supply and the relatively low rip-

ple content. Additionally a dc source for testing contaminated insulators should be capable

of providing leakage current pulses without excessive voltage drop, which can interfere with

arc growth.

Although standardization of dc source requirements is not finalized the following require-

ments are generaily recommended in pollution tests:

Ð the maximum voltage drop must not exceed l0 Vo ,

ii) the mean voltage drop must not exceed 5 Vo ,

iii) the ripple content must not exceed I0 Vo .
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Voltage dnop.

The voltage drop of the dc current source was assessed by performing a resistive load test.

Resistive Load Test: The open circuit voltage of the source was set for 10 kV and resistive

loads were connected to the souce. The voltage drop was measured using a Tektronix digital

oscilloscope. The graph of the voltage drop vs current for the source is shown ínFigure 2.4.

The voltage drop reaches values of 8 Vo for currents up to 300 mA.

500 mA
Current

Fig.2.4. Voltage drop vs current for the resistive load test.

2.4. Fog chamber.

The artificial poliution tests were carried out in a fog chamber of dimension of 180 x 180

x230 cm as shown in Figure 2.5.Fogwas generated by two air atomizing nozzleslocatecl

20 cm from the base of the chamber supplied with cornpressed air and distitted water using

the syphon method.
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Bushing

To
DAS

Hish Presure Air

Air Filter

Regulator

Demineralized
Water

Fig.2.5. Schernatic cliagram of the Fog Chamber.

Nozzle Darameters:

Atomizing air:

Air Capacity - 1.9 Standard Cubic Feed per Minute at 35 p.s.i.

Liquid:

Liquid capacity - 0.65 Gallons per Hour for siphon Heighr of 12"

Spray Angle : 19o.

During a test the fog gradually filled the charnber starting from the base. The arrester was

located at the height of 200 cm above the base. The air pressure was set at a constant value

of 35 p.s.i. The air supply system consisted of the 2.5 hp air compressor, air filter and regula-
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tor' The syphon water head was kept constant at 12" . The quantity of distilled water used

to produce fog was 6 liters per hour.

F og charnber chanactenistics.

To check that the fog disfribution complies with standards, the Layer Conductance Test was

performed [8]. According to the IEEE Task Force to Refine the Clean Fog Test paramerers,

the rate of wetting shall be such that the time from 10 Vo of maximum surface conductance

to 90 o/o of maximum surface conductance should have a target time of 25 minutes while an

acceptable range should be from 10 to 35 minutes.

1.0

0.9

60
Time

Fig.2.6. surface leakage current vs time obtained from the iayer conduc-

tance test.

La)¡er Conductance Test: During the test the polluted insulator was energized at 1 kV and

clean fog was applied. The layer conductivity of the polluted insulator was assessed by mea-

suring the surface leakage current. The resuits of this test are shown at Figure 2.6, where the

surface leakage current vs time is presented.The time from 10 Vo of maxímum surface con-
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ductance to 90 Vo of maximum surface conductanc eis22.4minutes ancl is within the accept-

able range.

2.5. Data Acquisition SJ¡stem.

Fig.2.7. Data Acquisition Sysrem.

A system capable of data storage analysis was necessary because of the large number of data

samples to be stored and analyzed. Data acquisition, storage, and analysis were done using

the Data Acquisition Systern ( DAS ) shown in Figure 2.7 .Themain componenrs of the DAS

are Analog to Digital ( A/D ) board, IBM 386 personal computer, measuring shunt and pro-

tection circuit.

The internal and surface leakage cturents from the affester specimen were transmitted to low

inductive precision shunt resistors of value I 10 kQ and 12.5 Cl respectively, using two coax-
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ial cables. The analog voltage signals from the shunt resistors were converted to digital sig-

nals using the A/D board and were stored in the IBM 386 pC.

a) Analog to Digital Board.

The A/D board utiiized was the AT-MIO-16F-5 from National Insrruments Corporation.

The AT-MIO-16F-5 is a high performance multifunction analog, digital and timing input/

output board for personal computer.

Specifications of AT-MIO-I 6F-5 :

Number of input channels

Analog resolution

Relative accuracy

( nonlinearity + quantization error )

Differentiai analog input ranges

Over voltage protection

Common mode rejection ratio

Input impedance

Gain ranges

Gain accuracy

gain = 1

gan+ I

: 16 single--ended, 8 differential

lz-bit,1 in 4,096

+ 1.5 LSB maximum over temperature

+ 0.8 LSB typical

+ 5 V or 0 to 10 V; software selectable

+ 15 V power off; t 25 V power on

78 dB minimum; 90 dB typical; gain :0.5

84 dB minimum; 96 dB typical; gain = 1

90 dB minimum; 102 dB typical; gain = 2

94 dB minimum; 110 dB rypical; gaín > Z

100 GÇ2 in parallel wirh 50 pF

0.5, 1 , 2, 5, 10, 20 , 50 and 100;

software selectable

:

+ 0.5 Vo; adjustable to < * 0.01 Vo

+ 0.5 7o
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System Noise : 0.2 LSB rms for gains 0.5 to 50; dither off

0.4 LSB rms for gain 100; dither on

0.5 LSB rms; dither on

hnpuise settling time : 5 ps maximum to + 0.5 LSB for all gains and

ranges

Two channels with single encled connection were used to acquire the two input voltage sig-

nals. Single ended connections are those in which all AT-MIO-16F-5 analog inpur signals

are referenced to one common ground. The input signals are tied to the positive (+) input of

the insftumentation ampiifier, and theircornmon groundpointis tied to the negative (-) input

of the instrumentation amplifier.

b) Personal Computer.

The IBM 386 Personal Computer ( PC ) accompanied with an in line EPSON 810 dot marix

printer was used with the A/D board to store and analyze the acquired data.

Specifications of the PC:

Clock speed :33MHz

RandomAccessesMemory (RAM) :8 MB

Hard disc memory : IZA}y'rB

c) Protection Circuit.

The DAS was protected against damages caused by over voltages which would develop in

the event of a flashover of the test sample.

A combination of the spark gap and 4.7 V back-to-backZener diodes was used on the A/D

input as shown in Figure 2.7. Sphere spark gaps were calibrated for 500 V and accompanied

with parallel resistances of 2 kf) for surface leakage cuûent and 772.4kC1 for internal cur-
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rent.

d) Noise Eiimination.

For eliminating superimposed noise signals in the two curent signals, signal conditioners

model 5841-{3 manufactured by Analog Devices Inc. were added to the input circuit. Sig-

nal isolation is provided by transformer coupling, using a proprietary modulation technique

for linear stable performance. A demodulator at the ouþut side of the signal transformer re-

covers the original signal, which is then filtered and buffered to provide a clean, low imped-

ance output.

Specifications of the signal conditioner:

Input span limits

Oufput ranges

Accuracy

Nonlinearity

Bandwidth,-3dB

Power supply voltage

lnput resistance

:+0.5Vto+10V

:-5Vto+5Vor0to+5V

: + 0.05 Vo span+ 0.05 7a (Yz)

V7 - input voltage that results in a 0 V ou@ut

+ 0.02 To span

10 kHz

+5V +5Vo

650 kc)

e) SoftwareDevelopment.

LAB WINDOV/S software package in Quick Basic environment was utilized to develop

software for data acquisition and analysis. Software programs are included in Appendix A.

LAB WINDOWS is an innovative program development software package for test and mea-

sulement applications. The package enhances microsoft Quick Basic and C languages with

an interactive development environment, function panels to generate source code and li-

braries for data acquisition, insffument control, data analysis and presentation.
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Ðata Acquisition.

A software program was developed to acquire analog voltage signals, to convert these analog

signals to digital signals and to store the data on the PC hard disk as binary fües. The data

acquisition command Scan-to-diskperforms a synchronous, multiple channel scanned data

acquisition operation and simultaneously saves the acquired data in a disk file.

Software selectable gain for the input channels of A/D board was chosen as 1 with a sample

rate of 4 ksamples / second per channei.

Fulse Ðetection.

A software program was developed to detect the surface leakage currentpulses based on the

five point gradient method.

Five point gradient method: the gradients of five consecutive salnple points were calculatecl.

If these four gradients had positive values, the first sample point was selected as the pulse

starting point. Then the current corresponding to that point was regarded as a reference crr-

rent for the particular puise. The sample point at which the current was equal or less than the

reference current was selected as the end point of the pulse. After detecting a pulse, sample

points of the pulse were stored in the binary file. In addition pulse height, pulse duration and

pulse start time were calculated and stored in separate binary files. The algorithm for the

pulse detection is shown in Figure 2.8.

Fulse Ðata Analysis.

Pulse data analysis comprises of cumulative charge calculation of the two currents and the

statistical analysis of the surface leakage cuüent pulses.

The cumulative charges of the internal current and surface leakage current pulses were calcu-

lated from the current time integrat f t ¿t based on the fonnula for discrete integral for the

ith eiement.
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y ( r) => [ x(j-L) + 4x(j) + x (j+I (2.1 )

where,

X(-1 )=X¡ttiur

X(n)=Xfinal

Statistical analysis was developed to calculate the maximum, minimum, mean and standard

deviation of pulse amplitude, duration and start time of each pulse to generate histograms

and cumulative graphs of pulse amplitude, duration and time.

The following formula were applied to calculate the mean and standard deviation.

Mean (2.2)

)t+
o

:r(t)
n

[,r(t)-Meanl2
(2.3 )

The histograms were obtained by counting the number of times thatthe elements in any array

fall in the ith interval.

hìst(i)=Xyl,x(i),tl (2.4 )

Sra. Our. = f
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Fig. 2.8. Pulse detection algorithm.



2.6. Temperature measurement.

The temperature of the arrester was measured by three clifferent methods:

a) Using a temperature probe with a multimeter.

A type K Thermocouple probe connected to a digital multimeter was usecl to measure the

top block temperature of the arrester. The probe was inserted into anester as shown on Figure

2.2.

Themocouple specifications :

Type

Tip Temperaturo Range

Resolution

Di sital multimeter specifications for temperature measurements:

Range

Resolution

Accuracy

-20 "C to 350 oC

350'C to 500 oC

501 'C to 1370 oC

: K ( Chrome Alumel )

: OoC to 540oC

:1oC

: -50 
oC to +1370 "C

:1oC

+ 0.5Vo readtne + 2 cligits

+ 1.757o reading + 2 digits

+ 2.07o reading + 2 digits

b) Using infrared temperature measuring device.

The infrared non contact temperatue measuring device, AGA Thermopoint 80 was used to

measure temperature at different locations on the arrester surface. The Thermopoint 80 is

a hand held instrument designed to measure surface temperature of the objects without con-

tact. The insffument measures temperature by sensing the infrared energy emitted by an ob-

ject or material, computes the surface temperature ancl clisplays the result on a liquid crystal

display. It operates within the temperature range from -30 
oC to 1100 oC and is designed to

caffy out accurate measurements from a minimum distance of 60 cm.
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c) Using the relation between the internal current and the temperatwe of ZnO block.

Before the test the relation between the internal current and the temperature of ZnO block

was found for a clean affester. Then after each test, the temperature of internal blocks could

be found by measuring the internal current.

The application of this method was very inaccurate because of the influence of the surface

leakage current. The non-+onducting silicon grease was not able to eliminate the surface cuÍ-

rent component. For this reason the internal current measurement always was not without

effor.
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chapter 3 FL,asF{ovER MECF{ANISM c}F PO{,H,{JTÐÐ AR.RESTER {JNÐER

ÐC VOLTAGE.

Due to the lack of understanding and experience about the mechanisms which govern the

flashover process on poiiuted EPDM insulators under dc voltages this chapter presents a lit-

erature review of research conducted in Japan and in the USA on HVDC porcelain and glass

insulators.

The surface flashover of polluted insulation is a compiex phenomenon, involving several

variables. The flashover process develops in five main stages [9].

1. Surface contamination deposition.

2. Wetting of contamination layer with consequent formation of a conductive layer on insu-

lator surface.

Formation of dry bands associated with a drying effect by surface leakage current with

non-uniform density along the insulator surface.

Paníal arc formation bridging rhe dry bands.

Arc elongation to compiete short circuit of the insulation.

3.1.

The first stage of the flashover process under pollution is the accumulation of contaminants

over the surface of the insulation under voltage. Infonnation was found in the literature about

the types and degrees of contamination observed in some installations in USA and Japan.

The flust results presented were obtained at Sylmar dc Converter Station [10], the southern

terminal of the +/- 500 kV HVDC Pacific Intertie, situated next to a busy interstate highway

and inside a farming area.

-'t.

4.

5.
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An outdoor insulator testing rack consisting of 11 insulator sffings was constructed and ener-

gized directly from the pole of the operating transmission line. Glass and porcelain insulators

were tested. Also a sfing of dc suspension insulators was energized, atthe same locations,

at230 kV ac at an approximately equivalent voltage stress as for dc energized insulators, for

the same period.

The following observations were made:

- for the dc energized insulators the amount of soluble contaminants ( expressed in ESDD)

collected by the bottom surface of an insulator was much higher than that collected by the

top surface. After ttvo years the bottom surface accumulated 3 times more contaminants

than the top one. After three years the ratio increased to 10 times. Rain had an effective

cleaning action on the top surface but the effect of natural cleaning on the bottom surface

is much reduced. After rainfall the amount of soluble contaminant level decreased more

than 5 times at the top surface but to half of the previous level at the bottom surface.

mg/cm\ mglcm

.1

Fig. 3.1. Distribution of surface contaminant along the sning of insulators

after 38 months of exposure[iO].
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-nitrate salts accounted for over 50 Vo of thetotal contamination, probably due to automobile

emission and agricultural pollution. The paper [10] suggests that during corona, ions N2+,

NO+, N2H+, NOz-, NO¡- are fonned, which with suitable reacting agents can contribute

to an increase of concentration of NO3- ions.

-the amount of contaminants collected was differentfor insulatorpositions along the string"

This pattern is noted mainly in the bottom surface of the insulators. The insulators close

to the energized and ground terminals collected much more contaminants than those in the

middle of the string. Figure 3.1 shows the distribution for two different insulators sfings.

Tab. 3.1. Amount of contaminant collected by insulators energized in

ac , dc and non--energized [10].

- the ac energized string presented an entirely different pattern. The top surfaces, on the av-

erage, accumulate d 50 Vo more contaminant than the bottom ones. The amount of collected

contaminant, however, was much less than for the dc string during the same time and loca*

tion. Table 3.1 shows the ESDD values measurecl. It also shows the ESDD level for a non-

energized string placed close to the test set-up, situated in the dc field. Chemical analysis

\ilas not performed for the ac energized insulator in order to verify if the composition of the

contaminant layer was similar to that of the dc energized insulators. It is suggested that under

dc the electrostatic forces have a dominating role, whereas, under ac, forces due to ac and

gravity predominate and govern position of particles ovet the surfaces of insulators.

TIME OF EXPOSURE = SIX MONTHS

dc voltage
( 0.8 kV/ in )

ac voltage
( 0.88 kV/ in )

non--energized
dc field

ESDD (melctr? 0.0508 ( max ) 0.0105 (max 0.016 ( av )
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- for the dc energized strings the amount of collectecl contaminants increases with the volt

age stress. The glass insulators collected more contaminant than the porcelain ones, even

when the voltage level was lower.

Another paper I I 1] presents the results of measured cont¿minant levels on bus support and

disconnect switches post insulators of four different HVDC Converter Station in USA, with

operating voltage + / - 500 kV. Although the number of measurements was limited, as these

stations are in operation and samples could be taken only during short maintenance periods,

the following main conclusions are derived:

-the contaminant level on the top surfaces of the sheds increases downward towards ground,

due to effect of rain.

- the amount of contaminant coilected by the bottom part of sheds was on the average 35q/o

higher than that for the top surface of sheds. The distribution of contamination on the bot-

tom surface of sheds was practically uniforrn along the coiumn.

- the contamination deposition was uniform along the circumference of the insulator.

- no clifference was observed betweon the positive and negative polarity energízedinsula -
tors.

-the accumulation of contarninants increases more linearly with the applied sffess; for insu-

lators submittecl to the same average stress, those energized with higher voltages collect

more pollution.

In order to measure the degree of contamination coüected by dc insulators in Japan, four test-

ing stations were mounted; three close to the sea and one inland [ 1 2, 13].The applied voltage

was + / -250 kV in one station ( Takeyama, close to the coast ) and + I -280kV in the other

th¡ee. some of the insuiators were energized for more than five years.

The following information was obtained from the measurements:
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Coastal Stations.

, no significant difference was observed between cont¿mination levels collected by ener-

gized and unenergized insulators. The suggested reason is that, close to the sea, the conta-

mination process is rapid, caused by the strong winds frorn the sea which carry the salt to

be deposited.

- for short periods (some days) of obseryation the amount of contamination in the layer was

almost constant along the insulator strings. However, when long periods were considered

(some years) there was an increase of the pollution level on insuiators close to the energized

terminal.

- for short periods (some days) of observation there was no significant difference between

top and bottom surface contamination levels. However, after one to three months there was

an increase in the contamination level on the bottom surface as compared to the top ones;

contamination levels were 2 to 5 times higher at bottom surface on average.

Inland station ( Yonezawa testing station, 70 km from the coast ). This station is located in

a rurai arcafæ away from any industrial contamination source.

- the effect of the dc voltage on contamination collection was observed only on insulators

close to the energized and ground end ofthe string under test.

- the amount of insoluble contaminants on the bottom surface of the dc energized insulators

was 1.2 to 1.4 greater than for non energized ones. This value has a tendency to increase

as the expostue period becomes shorter. The contamination levels ( ESDD ) on the bottom

surface were 3 to 5 higher times than those observed on the top surfaces for those insulators

close to the string ends, whereas no practical differences were observed for the unit in the

middle of the string.

- no significant influence was observed in the contamination levels when the voltage stress

was increased from 90 kV/m to I20 kV/m.
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Another significant natural pollution study was perforrned in the USA by BPA and ASEA

in a test rack at Big Eddy Test Center [ 14] . Tests were performed on different types of station

insulators using a + / - 600 kV source, with 1.5 A continuous rating and voltage drop less

than 5 o/o when 100 mA pulses are drawn by the load. Insulators were energized at different

voltage levels: -100 kV + 250 kV and + / - 500 kV. The following main resulrs were ob-

tained:

- pollution distribution is uneven along the insulators and around their circumference due

to eiecfric field and wind effects. Higher concenfration occurs at ends of the strings. See

Figure3.2.
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Fig.3.2. Poilution disribution along insularors after 18 months [14].



- energized insulators collected approximately 3 times more contamination than non ener-

gized ones.

- seif cleaning designs ( it is not explained how the insulators are designed to have this char-

acteristic ) are effective in limiting the amount of pollution collected. In these insulators

final pollution levels, which are depenclent on weather conditions were attained in less than

3 months.
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Fig. 3.3. Pollution dismibution after three months of service.
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- RTV and non ceramic insulators collect 1.5 to 2.0 times more poliution than porcelain but

are more easily cleaned by wind and rain.

- the pollution level at top and bottom of sheds are different and change with insulator type.

Figure 3.3 shows the distribution obtained one month after measurable rain precipitation.

- the measured pollution levels and leakage curents were very iow. Even during adverse

weather conditions, current pulses were below 1 mA, however several flashovers were ob-

tained during experiments. Those flashovers occurred on highly sfressed insulators under

heavy rain in combination with wind. Some occurred also under ice conditions atlow pollu-

tion levels. Again it should be noted that there was a limitation of the power supply used

which could inhibit pollution flashover development.

As a conclusion to this section it can be said that the results of the experiments conducted

at different locations are, in general, in agreement. Differences occur in some aspects of the

contamination process but this can occur due to the lack of understanding of the physical pro-

cess for pollution deposition under HVDC.

No theoretical study was found in the literature about the surface contamination collection

process under dc voltages, which, as seen from the field data is dependent on the elecnic

field. The mechanism of pollution deposit is enhanced by ions generated due to corona on

the high voltage conductors. If this mechanism is better understood, designs could be pro-

posed which make dc insulators less sensitive to the pollution accumulation [9].

3.2.

A polluted insulator under dry condition has an electric strength very close to that of a clean

one. When the pollution layer is wetted, the surface resistance decreases, increasing the sur-

face current and eventually a flashover develops.

In natute, it is observed that polluted insulators flashover uncler very humid conditions, such

as under drizzle and fog, or after sunset when the humidity increases.
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Three main processes occur which cause wetting of the insulation contamination layer.

The first one is the moisture absorption by the soiuble and non-soluble components of the

pollution layer. The intensity of moisture absorption depends on the chemical constitution

of the pollution layer [9]. For example, NaCl rapidly absorbs moisture at the ambient humid-

ity higher than 7 5 Vo. Other salts or salt compositions can have even higher hygroscopicity

than NaCl [15].

The second process is the condensation of water over the insulator surface when the ambient

temperature is higher than the insulator's one. This process is rnainly influenced by the tem-

perature difference between the insulator and the fog.

The third is wetting by collision of water droplets with the insulator surface, for example dur-

ing rain.

During steam fog wetting method used in artificial pollution tests, similar phenomena occur

as those in nature. The three main humidification processes are present; condensation being

the major wetting factor.

Another wetting method, also used in the laboratory, is the cold fog method. This method

was used for wetting the contamination layer on the polluted arrester in the solid deposit

method conducted in this experiment. U/ith standard equipment for fog generation water

droplets are produced with average radius =3I.4 pm and with a radius dispersion = 18.8 pm.

These parameters are much higher than those for droplets generated by the steam fog meth-

ocl, i.e. average radius:10.3 pm andradius dispersion=4.6pm [9].Due to these differences,

humidification by cold fog is much faster than that by steam fog; its major wetting mecha-

nism is the collision of the water droplets with the insulator surface. The minirnum surface

resistance is attained in less than 30 minutes. Aiso the washing of the pollution iayer is a fast-

er process.

Condensation is the major wetting mechanism during the steam fog wetting, and is due to

the fact that water droplets have more uniform dimensions, ancl are of smaller sizes; this wet-

ting process is much slower. The time to attain minimum surface resistance is larger than 40
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Ininutes. Also the washing process is slower, resulting in leakage currents with longer dura-

tion. Due to these characteristics the steam fog method is preferred and it results in lower

flashover voltages with less dispersion than the cold fog method.

3.3. Dr)¡ band formation.

The voltage gradient to initiate a clischarge process in air is about 30 kv/cm. High voltage

dc insulators are designed with an average working voltage gradient of about 330 V/cm or

even less ( arrester used in this experiment has an voltage gradient 290y lcm). It can be con-

cluded that in order to initiate flashover the voltage distribution along the insulator must be

highly non-uniform. Some non*uniformity is expected because of insuiator shape but the

tnain factor which causes non-uniformity and consequently the appearance of highly

stressed areas is the formation of dry bands.

When the pollution layer becomes wet, the surface resistance decreases and the surface leak-

age cuffent increases. The current density is higher at some areas of the insulator surface,

usually, where the insulator has a smaller diameter. In these areas, the drying effect of the

leakage current overcomes the wetting effect of the fog and a dry band is formed, whose

length can now increase with time. In suspension insulators, the dry bands usually forms

around sharp edges.

As the resistance of the dry band is much higher than the resistance of the conductive layer

across the rest of the insulating distance, almost the entire applied voltage is dropped across

the dry band. When the dry band can not sustain the voltage across it, a partial arc is triggered

and bridges the dry band. The applied voltage is then distributed across the wet area. Eventu-

ally the arc propagates across the rest of insulating distance leading to flashover. It is not clear

from the analyzedliterature what the initial condition is which friggers the arc across the dry

band' Figure 3.4 shows qualitatively the process of dry band fonnation and breakdown on

a polluted insulating strip.
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a)

c)

b)

d)

f)e)

a ) V/etting begins.

b ) Dry bands form.

c ) One dry band predominates.

d ) Dry band flashes over.

e ) Arc extend.

f ) Flashover compiete.

Fig. 3.4. Typical volrage distributions on a polluted strip [16].

One or more dry bands are formed even when the eiectrodes and the insulator are designed

in order to have uniform current density along the insulating clistance. This occurs probabiy

due to the local non-uniformity of the pollution iayer and the wetting process.

Due to the complexity of the arcing phenomena along contaminated surfaces, the models

presented in literature are based on experiments with very simple insulator shapes ( cylinder,

rectangular plate, circular plate ) and many simplified assumptions have to be made in order
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that a mathematical model can be obtained.

The flashover voltage of polluted insulator is a statistical variable with significant clisper-

sion, even when obtained in tests uncler controllecl conditions. Some simplifications are

made to obtain the model of flashover on polluted insulators, such as:

- simplicity of the insularor shape,

- uniforrnity of the pollution layer,

- linearity of surface resistivity due to thermal process and non-uniform wetting,

- no multþie arcing burning in series or in parallel,

- no influence of supply circuit parameters on the insulator behavior during the artificial

tests.

These simplifications do not exist in a real complex case.

+ Dry band

Fig. 3.5. Model of the flashover process proposed by Obenaus [17].

Arcing models have to take into account three aspects:

- a criterion to detennine the minimum voltage necessary to trigger the partial arc across the

dry band,

- a criterion to determine the minimum necessary voltage to maintain the partial arc in series

Partial discharge
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with the wetted contaminated laye¡

- a criterion for arc propagation along the insulator surface.

The models presented in literature in general focus on the second aspect of the arcing phe-

nom9na.

In this thesis one particular model proposed by Obenaus in 1958 [9] witi be presented. The

model of the flashover process assumes an arc in series with a resistance as seen in Figure

3.5. The arc represents the partial flashover which bridges the dry band and the series resis-

tance represents the series unbridged wetted polluted portion of the insulator.

The arc voltage can be expressed as:

Varc=xNi-n*Vu (3.1 )

Where n and N are constant for the static arc characteristic in air, 7, is the electrode voltage

drop, the sum of cathode and anode arc voltage drop, which, for an electrolyte was measurecl

to be =830 V. Normally this voltage drop can be neglected, except for multiple arcs burning

in series. Then:

V-xNi-n*iRp , or

x-(ínlN)(V-tRp) (3.2 )

where Ro is the resistance of pollution layer.

The maximum arc length that can be sustained in the circuit is determined by differentiating

x with regard to i and equating to zero. For obtaining the critical current tr*8e.3.2 must be

differentiated with regard to x and equating to zero.
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icr=VnlRpn+l

The critical arc length is given by substiturion of ( 3.3 ) in (3.2):

(3.3)

(3.8)

xr-(I lRp)(Vn+tN)(nnl(n+I )n+t ) (3.4 )

Now the minimum direct voltage I/., necessary to sustain an arc of length x in series with

the resistance Ro can be determined from ( 3.4 ):

Vçy-att(n+1) ¡¡tt(n+t) prnt(n+t) (n+I )l(nnl(n+t)¡ ( 3.5 )

Reference [16] considers for the wet layer a uniform pollution resistance per unit leakage

path:

Rp=rp(l-x) (3.6)

Then:

V=xNi-n+iro(l-x) (3.7 )

The minimum voltage necessary to maintain an arc of the lengthxcanbe calculated by differ-

entiating 7 with regard to i and equating to zero. The following expression is obtained for

the corresponding curent:

ir*= [ ( nNx ) I rrl-rox )] I t ( n+ I )
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The critical voltage can be obtained by substitution of (3.8) in (3.7) and is given by:

Vrr-(n* I ) (Nx)t trn+ I ) [rr(L-x)ln] n/(n+t s (3.e )

Figure 3.6 shows a curve for the relation between Vr* and x.

Fig. 3.6. Dependence of the critical voltage necessary to sustain a dc

arc on the arc length according to Alston-Zoledziowski [18].

The rnaxilnum value for Vu can be calculated by maximi zing Vr* in relation to x:

,ll¡ t I 
^uv cxl ux=u which results in:

Xo

vc

xc=Ll(n+I )

4t

( 3.10 )



The maximum value V" then is given by:

Vr=|¡¡l/(n*, ¡ rpnl(n+l )

If a voltage V.' is applied to the insulator ( Figure 3.6 ), the discharge being quite shortinitial-

ly, the discharge can grow until J=xs . It cannot grow further because the voltage requirecl

to maintain conduction exceeds I/", . However, if the discharge length exceeds x",, initially,

further increase of x will reduce the burning voitage so that the clischarge can grow to a flash-

over.

From (3.7) and (3.8) the critical cuffent can be obtained as:

,r-¡Nlrp)t t(n+1)

( 3.11 )

(3.t2)

The critical current is independent of the leakage length l.
some other models of arc propagation are presented in references [19], [20], Lzrl, tzzl.
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chapter 4 PERF0RMANCÐ CIF Mos,a IN A wÐT'-poE n ur'ÐÐ CONÐ{TÏONS"

This chapter includes the results of artificial pollution tests, their description and proposecl

modifications of these procedures.

'Whenever 
available, the results of the tests carried out in other laboratories are included. An

extensive literature search showed that the performance of disfribution class affesters in pol-

luted conditions energized with dc voltage has not yet been investigated. Therefore only the

results of the tests performed on transmission class arresters ( MCOV over 100 kV ) ener-

gized with ac voltage are included. This makes comparison of ourresults with those obtained

in other laboratories very difficult. These results are presented to show the thermal behavior

of metal oxide arresters in a wet-polluted conditions.

The available experience and knowledge of ac pollution testing should not be directly

applied to HVDC arresters design. Because of the lack of tests procedures estabilishing the

performance of distribution class metal oxide amesters in a wet-polluted environment under

dc voltage procedures suggested by IEC and IEEE for the tests under ac voltage will be de-

scribed. These procedures were studied in order to establish correlation between the natural

contamination performance and the laboratory performance.

The test procedures which have been considered were:

1) Solid Deposit Method proposed by IEC.

2) Wet Sluny Test Method proposed by IEEE.

3) Partial Wetting Test Merhod proposed by IEEE.

4) Dip Test Method - modified version of Partial Wefting Test.

5) Test method in accordance with Japanese Standards.

6) Salt Fog Test Method proposecl by IEC.

During these tests many results were collected, among which the most important are current-
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time integral ( J t clt ) and surface and top block tempetatue rise.

In this work results obtained from application of artificial test procedures proposecl by IEC,

IEEE or Japanese Standards will be described. Certain procedures were modified; cone-

sponding test results are also included and discussed.

4.1. Solid Deposit Method.

4.1.1. Solid Deposit Method proposed by standards.

The Solid Deposit Test was conducted in accordance with IEC Public atton 507 [231.

a) Compositions of the contaminating suspension.

The suspension was prepared using the following components:

- 40 e Kaolin,

- 1000 g demineralized water,

- a suitable amount of salt ( NaCl ),

- photo-flo solution.

To achieve the reference layer conductivity or Equivalent Salt Deposit Density in contami-

nating the arrester, an appropriate value of volume conductivity of the prepared suspension

is required. This was provided by adjusting the amount of salt in the suspension itself.

b) Application of rhe pollurion layer.

The liquid containing the contaminant was applied by spraying the dry insulator which was

previously cieaned. To obtain a reasonably uniform layer, the arrester was always sprayed

with a fixed number of coats (2) and squeezes ( 40 ). To avoid dripping after the application

of each coat the arrester was dried using a hand helcl clryer. During spraying and clrying the

alrester was rotated at a constant speed of 3 rprn. After this process, the arrester was allowecl

to clry overnight before each test.
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c) Wetting of the pollution layer.

The arrester was wetted in the fog chamber described in section 2.4 usingfog generated with

nozzles spraying warrn water.

After a certain clegree of wetting of the pollution layer was reached, moisture from the edges

of the arrester sheds started to drip; some pollution content was removed from the layer and

progressive washing of arrester was obtained.

d) Equivalenr Salr Deposit Density ( ESDD ).

For every Solid Deposit Test two arresters with the same shape were washed, dried and pol-

luted in exactly the same manner. Then, ono arester was used to perform Solid Deposit Test

ancl the second one to measure ESDD.

The deposit was removed and carefully collected from the surface of the arrester and then

dissolved in aknown quantity ( 500 ml ) of demineralizedwater. The resulting solution was

thoroughly stirrecl before measuring its conductivity os atthe temperature t. The salt solution

concentration Su ( mass of NaCl in the unit of volume of solution ) was determined by use

of the following expression [23]:

So - @.31 o2s I0-3)1'oa2 19 4.1

where o'20 was obtained from fo¡mula:

o20=oo[]-b(t-20)l

with:

t - solution temperature,

o0 - conductivity at temperature t,

b - factor depending on temperature t as given in Table 4.1.

4.2
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Tab. 4.1. Variation of factor b with temperature.

r ['c] b

0
10
20
30
40

0.03675
0.02817
0.02277
0.01905
0.01632

For other values of temperature t, the factor b was obtained by iinear interpolation.

e) Test procedure.

The test voltage was applied to a dry arrester in its test position and fog was admitted at a

steady rate. The Standard states that the voltage should be maintained until flashover occurs

or for 120 minutes from the start of the test.

Tests were performed with three different levels of ESDD:

- light 0.01 - 0.06 mglcm2,

- moderate 0.06 - 0.1 mgfcm2,

- heavy 0.1 - 0.4 mg/crr?.

To fincl the influence of the thickness of pollution layer tests were performed with three dif-

ferent levels of kaolin in suspension:

- tight 20 gA,

- moderate 40 gÃ , proposed by standards,

- heavy 160 g/1.

All tests were repeated three times.

During the tests the internal and surface current data was stored. After the tests the following

were developed:

- histograms of scintillation pulse amplitude, number ancl time duration,
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current.

Fig.4.3. An example of charge in internal

crurent.
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Fig.4.5. An example of histogram of number

of scintillation pulses.

Fig.4.6. An example of histogram of

scintillation pulse time duration.

- cur¡ent-time integral ( I t ¿t ) for both currenrs,

- changes in top block temperatue.

Selected examples of surface culrent pulse, histograms of scintillation pulse amplitude,

number and time duration and the charge in surface and internal cunents are presented in

Figures 3.1 to 3.6.

The results obtained with the sotid Deposit Method with different ESDD and differenr level

of kaolin are shown in Tables 4.2 and 4.3.

Additionally Solid Deposit Tests were conducted with some modifications in the method of
application of the pollution layer ( non-uniform pollution ) and in the test procedure.

ø
ø

Þ

8,16 8,24

Pulse Ar¡ario¡ (s)
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Tab. 4.2. Solid Deposit Method resulrs for differenr ESDD.

Tab.4.3. Solid Deposit Method results for different level of kaolin.

4.1.2. Modified Solicl Deposit Methods - non-uniform ooliution.

The arrester was polluted non-uniformly in several different ways:

I. Only bottom or only top parts of the sheds were polluted in the moderate ESDD level.

The way of pollution application is presented at Figure 4.7. During these tests, surface leak-

age cuffent was very small because of the high resistance of the clean parts of sheds. In half

of the test a few small scintillation pulses were observed in the middte of the arrester. There

was no temperatüe increase noticed in any of these tests.

ESDD

Irng/cr&l

Qsurf.

tcl
Qint.

tcl

No. of
pulses

Max. ampJ

I mA]

Max. dur.

Is]

Temp. incr.

['c ]

0.055
0,059
0.05

0.062
0.082
0.08s

0.159
0.16
0.19

0.0465
0.0132
0.193

0.09
0.4988
0.477

0.934
1.237
0.712

0.00094
0.00046
0.000s3

0.00s7
0.0009
0.00128

0.0027
0.0039
0.0011

745
348
607

228
1950
2t49

1700
r4\5
1827

21.73
12.1
48.4

35.5
86.33
70.3t

152.7
167.58
140.2

0.274
0.88
0.831

0.753
o.487
0.876

0.463
0.371
0.4s8

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

Kaolir

t sll l

ESDD

lme/cÍ&l

Qsurr.

tcl
Qint,

tcl
No. of
pulses

Max. ampl.

t mAl

Max. dur.

Is]

Temp. incr

["c ]

160

160

20

0.08

0.091

0.09

0.302
0.829

0.356

0.00077
0.00047

0.00093

609

883

1170

96.48

100.0

3t.64

0.47

0.68

0.449

0

0

0
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pollur

arrester bottom shed polluted arrester top shed polluted

Fi5.4.7. Non-uniform pollution of the arrester.

II. Half of the affester was pollutecl.

Fig. 4.8. Non-uniform pollution of the arrester - half polluted.

Figure 4.8 shows the type of non-uniformity considered. During these tests, pulses appeared

only at the polluted side of the anester, mostly at the bottom end. These were small in ampli-

tude and short in duration. Results of these tests are presented in Table 4.4.
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Tab. 4.4. Solid Deposit Method results - arrester half polluted.

III. Arrester was polluted non-uniformly: top and bottom - moderate ESDD,

middle - light ESDD.

The manner of pollution application is presented in Figure 4.9 and, the results are included

in Table 4.5.

Fig.4.9. Non-uniform pollution application for tesrs Itr and tV.

During these tests, pulses developed rnostly in the middle and at the second and thircl shed

from the bottom of the arrester.
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ESDD

lmekr&l

Qsurf.

tcl
Qint.

tcl

No. of
pulses

Max. amp

t mAl

Max. dur.

Is]

Temp. incr.

["c ]

0.054

0.066

0.06

0.01

0.021

0.073

0.00057

0.00043

0.0038

318

48t
36t

9.31

r0.57

15.6

0.153

t.t49
1.886

0

0

0
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Tab. .4.5. Solid Deposit Method - ar¡ester polluted in a "lJ" shape (Test Itr).

ESDD

lme/cr&l

Qsurf.

tcl
Qint.

tcl

No. of
pulses

Max. amp

I mA]

Max. dur.

Is]

Temp. incr.

["c ]

T - 0.065
M - 0.06
B - 0.095

T - 0.08s
M - 0.06
B - 0.08

T - 0.075
M - 0.058
B - 0.085

0.313

0.786

0.4s

0.000s

0.00067

0.00088

1 820

2765

1772

71.8

83.2

81.64

0.433

0.616

0.606

0

0

0

IV. Arrester was polluted non-uniformly: top - moderate ESDD,

middle - light ESDD,

bottom - heavy ESDD.

During this test, pulses appeared both at the top and at the bottom of the affester. The position

of the pulses did not change during the test duration; only their intensity decreased with time

of voltage application. The manner of pollution application is shown in Figure 4.9-Test IV.

and results are presented in Tabie 4.6.

Tab. 4.6. solid Deposit Method - arrester polluted non-uniformiy (Test IV).

ESDD

lme/cr&l

Qsurf.

tcl
Qint.

tcl

No. of
pulses

Max. arnpì

t mAl

Max. dur.

lsl

Temp. incr.

["c ]

T - 0.08
M - 0.06
B - 0.15

T - 0.085
M - 0.059
B - 0.17

T - 0.08
M - 0.0s8
B - 0.15

0.353

0 T7I

0.449

0.00061

0.00052

0.00054

r037

t576

1208

2r.87

30.86

36.72

0.824

0.622

0.351

0

0

0
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Two arresters connected in series were supplied with 18 kV negative dc voltage. In these tests

the surface current terminal was removed and the non-conductive silicone grease was not

applied. Throughout these tests temperature of the affesters before, during ancl after the test

was monitored.

Tests were conducted for two different cases:

I. top arrester - clean,

bottom affester - pollured ( ESDD - 0.085 mg/cmz ).

il. top arrester - polluted ( ESDD - 0.08 mg/cm2 ),

bottom arrester - polluted ( ESDD - 0.055 mg/cmz ).

During these tests no temperature increase was observed. In the first case weak ancl very

short pulses were observed at the bottom arrester. In the second case, pulses were sû.onger

and appeared on both arresters, but were concentrated mostly at the top of the bottom arrest-

er.

4.1.4.

In order to extend the time duration of the test and to avoid quick washing of the polluted

affester surface fog was not supplied continuously. Thevoltage was applied during the whole

time.

Again several different cases were tested:

I. Arrester polluted uniformly ( ESDD - 0.18 mg/cmz ).

During this test, it was found that the scintillation pulses were strong and could iast up to

three hours only when the period on/off for the fog supply was around 16 min. (g min. on

and 8 min. off). In this way the process of arrester washing was slowed down. Data was col-

lected once every hour of the test for a period of one cycle. The results are presented in Table
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4.1.

Tab. 4.1. Solid Deposit Method - fog supplied at intervals, single anesrer.

Time
duration

I min.]

Qsurf.

tcl
Qint.

IC]

No. of
pulses

Max. ampl

I mAl

Max. dur.

Is]

Temp. incr.

["c ]

36-52

88 - 104

0.105

0.031

0.00011

0.0001

108

60

60

46

0.406

0.159

0

0

II. Two al:resters in series polluted non-uniformly in the ,'[J,' 
shape.

The arresters in this test were energized for three hours with fog supplied with 16 min on/off

periods. Data was collected for 16 min during each hour. The test was performed twice for

two different levels of pollution:

1) top arrester ESDD: bottom arrester ESDD:

top - 0.158 mgfcm2, top - 0.09 mgfcmz,

middle -1.Izmglcmz, middle-0.06 mglcmz,

bottom - 0.158 mglcmz. bolom -0.09 mg/cmz.

The results are presented in Table 4.8.

Tab.4.8. Solid Deposit Method - fog supplied at intervals; two arresters in

series: test No. 1.

Time
duration

I min.]

Qsurf.

tcl
Qint.

tcl

No. of
pulses

Max. amp

I mAl

Max. dur.

Is]

Temp. incr.

['c ]

16 -32
80-96

144 - 160

0.203

0.167

0.09i

0.00092

0.0009s

0.0011

282

82

r43

t3

106

63

0.266

0.708

0.434

0

0

0
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2) top arrester ESDD:

top - 0.14 mglcmz

rniddle - 0.08 mglcmz

bottom -0.14 mglcn2

bottom arrester ESDD:

top - 0.06 ng/cmz

middte - 0.03 mglcm2

bottom - 0.06 mg/cm2

Test results are presented in Table 4.9.

Tab.4.9. Solid Deposit Method - fog supplied at intervals; two ar¡esters in

series; test No. 2.

Time
duration

I min.]

Qsurf.

IC]

Qint.

tcl

No. of
pulses

Max. amp.

I mA]

Max. dur.

lsl

Temp. incr.

["c ]

L6 -32
80-96

r44 - 160

0.r44

0.087

0

0.00014

0.00008

0.00002

174

50

0

83

90

0

0.355

0.141

0

0

0

0

During this test, discharges appeared mostiy at the top part of the bottom anester. They be-

come weaker with time and disappeared within the third hour, especially in the second test

where the ESDD was lower. The temperature of the arïester clid not increase in this test.

III. Two arresters in series polluted uniformly with different ESDD levels.

The arresters were polluted with following ESDD:

top arrester - 0.158 mgf cmz,

bottom arrester - 0.08 m{cmz.

During this test, pulses occurred along both arresters but were not able to heat them. There-
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sults of this test are shown in Table 4.10.

Tab.4.10. solid Deposit Method - fog supplied at intervals, two ar¡esrers

polluted uniformly in series.

ry. Single anesrer energized at {2 times the MCOV .

This test followed the procedure proposed by standards. The results are presented in Table

4.11.

Tab.4.l1. solid Deposit Method - arrester energized at {2 times the MCov.

ESDD

I me/cr& 1

Qsurf.

tcl
Qint.

IC]

No. of
pulses

Max. ampJ

t mAl

Max. dur.

Is]

Temp. incr.

["c ]

0.015 1.43 0.0022 477 0.237 0.603 J

During this test a very slight temperature increase was noticed. The top block temperat¡¡e

rise is shown in Figure 4.10.

Time
duration

I min.]

Qsurf.

tcl
Qint.

tcl

No. of
pulses

Max. amp

I mA]

Max. dur.

Is]

Temp. incr.

["c ]

18 -34
80-96

t46 - 162

0.225

0.326

0.136

0.0012

0.00008

0.00007

261

92

48

125

n7

45

0.651

0.407

0.257

0

0

0
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Fig. 4.10. Temperature increase of the arrester energized at MCOV x r12.

4.1.5. solid D"porit M"thod t"str o"rfot-"d in oth"r labotatoti"s.

References [24] and [25] describe the use of the Solid Deposit Method in other laboratories,

ancl the results are included inTable 4.12.

Tab. 4.I2. Results of Solid Deposit Tests.

Reference
number

MCOV

Ikv]
Temp. incr.

["c ]

Remarks

l24l

lzs I

245
ac

110
ac

220
ac

10

20

26 -top
24 -bottom

25 -top
23 - bottom

ESDD * 0.15 me/ct&; bofrom or top unir polluted;
test du¡ation two_hours; larger tempèratu¡e rise
when top unit polluted.

ESDD - 0.15 mglcr?; one a-rrester uniformly
polluted; test du¡ation two hours.

Modified Solid Deposit Method; each tesr
consisted of fwo wetting and ùvine cvcles.
Time duration and ESDb a¡e nót sõecine¿.

Time
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4.2. Wet Slun)¿ Method.

4.2.1. Wet Slurry Methocl proposed b)¡ stancla¡cls.

The Wet Slurry Test was conducted in accordance with the procedure developed by the IEEE

Surge Protective Devices Working Group [26].

a) Compositions of the contaminating suspensions.

The suspension was prepared using the foliowing compositions:

- 40 e Kaolin,

- 1000 g demineralized water,

- 18 g salt ( NaCl ) - very heavy pollurion,

- photo-flo solution.

b) Test procedure.

t - time of voltage application

20 cycles

V - MCOV or 
^/2 

x MCOV

Fig. 4. 11. Wet Slurry Test method diagram.

The clean and dry arrester was poliuted in the fog chamber in its testposition. pollution was

applied by spraying the arrester uniformly until the solution was clripping from the surface.
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After completion of the slurry application a 3 minute drip time was allowed. Then the arrester

was energized at its MCOV level. After 15 minutes the arrester was de-energized and re-
sprayed to begin the next slurry cycle. This procedure was rep eated,Z1times for a total ener-

gization time of 5 hours. After completion of the 20th slurry cycle,Mcov was maintained

at the arlester for a minimum duration of 30 minutes or until arrester demonstated thermal

stability. The above procedure is shown diagrammatically in Figure 4.1 l. Thermai stability

was determined by meastuement of internal current and the top block temperatue. After

each cycle the temperature of the arrester was measured by a temperature probe ( top block

temperature ) and infrared gun ( surface temperature ).

4.2.2. Modified V/et Slurr.v Methods.

In order to find the performance of MOSA

in test procedure were applied:

in very stringent conditions some modifications

a) Time of voltage application was reduced.

$rfare iìrrcnr

Fig.4.12. Intensity of scintillation pulses during wet slurry Test.
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During the Wet Slurry Test (as recommended by standards) it was found that scintillation

pulses at the surface of the aÍester occur¡ed only within the first few minutes during each

cycle ( see Figure 4.12). After a short time when the ar¡ester dryed out, the leakage current

was very small and the arrester cooled down. To avoid too extensive cooling, time of voltage

application was reduced first to 7 minutes and then to 4 minutes.

b) Tests were performed with arrester energize ¿ at,'lz dmes the MCov

All available test procedures for evaluating the performance of metal oxide arresters use ac

voitage. Because for ac application MCOV refers to the r.m.s. value, some tests were per-

formed to determine the performance of the arrester energized at avoltage which refers to

ac maximum value.

4.2.3. Results.

I. single arrester energized at MCov; time of voltage application 15 min.

During each period of this test there were many heavy and long scintillation pulses observed

along the arrester. After 1 to 4 min. a long dry band appeared at one of the sheds ( usually

at the top one ) and within one minute the pulses disappearecl.

The temperature increased during pulsing and then decreased. With increasing number of

cycles the pulses became stronger and longer in duration, but they still lasted only 2to 3 min-

utes. The behavior of scintillation pulses was very sirnilar in all Wet Slurry Tests.

During this test, the pulse data was collected and analyzed only for the 14th and the 18th

cycle. The results presented in Table 4.13 show a slight top block tempeïature increase of

4 and 6 oC after the 14th and 18th cycle respectively. A maximum top block temperature rise

of7 oC occurred afterthe 20thcyche.
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Tab.4.13. wet slurry Method; single anester energized at MCov; time

of voltage application 15 min.

Cycle
No.

Qsurf.

tcl
Qint"r.

tcl
No. of
pulses

Max.
ampl.
lmAl

Max.
duration
lsl

Top block
temp. incr.

f"c I

Surface
temp. incr.
["c]

14

18

0.45

0.9s

0.0028

0.0023

85

93

105.8

181.6

1.46

r.97

4

6

N/A

N/A

II. single a-nester energized at MCOV time of voltage application 7 min.

During this test pulse data was collected and analyzedfor the 3rd, 8th, 13th and lgth cycle.

The results are shown in Tabie 4.I4.Themaximum top block temperature increase was not-

iced after the 20th cycle.

Tab.4.14. wet slurry Method; single arresrer energized at MCov; time

of voltage application 7 min.

Cycle
No.

Qsurf.

tcl
Qinr"r.

icl
No. of
pulses

Max.
ampl.
tmAl

Max.
duration
lsl

Top block
temp. incr.

loc I

Surface
temp. incr.
t"cl

J

8

13

19

1.437

0.89

0.4s

1.116

0.0012

0.0009

0.0011

0.0017

t73

rt2

101

115

t92

166

t44

164

1.73

0.95

1.05

r.74

4

7

6

6

N/e

N/A

N/A

NiA

Itr. single arrester energized at MCov; time of voltage application 4 min.

Within this test pulse analysis was performed after the 3rd, 8th, 13th and 18th cycle.The re-
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sults are presented in Table 4.15.

Tab.4.15. Wet Slurry Method; single arrester energized at MCOV; time of

voltage application 4 min.

Cycle
No.

Qsu.f.

tcl
Qint"r.

IC]

No. of
pulses

Max.
ampl.
i mAl

Max.
duration
lsl

Top block
temp. incr.

foc I

Surface
temp. incr.
i"c I

J

8

t3

18

1.875

0.713

0.s76

0.648

0.00005

0.00002

0.00003

0.00002

97

56

97

75

200

234

188

3lt

r.33

1.56

I.4T

1.8

5

9

6

8

7

9

6

T3

The maxitnum top biock temperature increase of 9 oC occurred during the 8th and 17th cycle

and the maximum surface temperature increase of 1 3 oC was observed after the 4th, 15th and

18th cycle.

IV' Single arrester energized at r/2 times the MCOV; time of voltage application 4 min.

Tab. 4.16. Wet Slurry Methocl; single arrester energized at r/2 times the

MCOV; time of voltage application 4 min.

Cycle
No.

Qsurf.

IC]
Qint"r.

tcl
No. of
pulses

Max.
ampl.
I mAl

Max.
duration
lsl

Top block
temp. incr.

foc I

Surface
temp. incr.
["c]

a
J

8

13

18

1.566

0.803

0.293

0.874

0.0011

0.0008

0.0006

0.0009

286

59

55

95

330

180

95

247

t.7 L

r.40

t.69

1.0

8

11

11

13

9

1

6

9

In this test pulse data was stored and analyzed for the 3rd, 8th, 1 3th and 1 8th cycle. The maxi-

mum top block temperature increase of 13 oC occurred during the 18th cycle and the maxi-
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mum surface temperature increase of 9 oC was noticed after the 3rd and Ath cycIe. By mea-

suring the surface temperature it was found that the largest temperature rise occurred in those

places where dry bands and scintillation pulses were observed. Results of this test are pres-

ented in Table 4.16.

V. Two arresters in series energized at 18 kV; time of voltage application 7 min.

For this test both a.nesters were polluted. The top block temperature was measurecl at the top

affester, and surface temperature on both amesters. The highest top block temperature rise

of 7 "C was observed during the 19th and 20th cycle and surface temperature after each of

the three latest cycles. The results of this test are shown in Table 4.r7 .

Tab. 4.1 7. wet sluny Method; two affesters in series energized at 1 g kV time

of voltage application 7 min: test No. 1.

Cycie
No.

Qsurr.

IC]
Qint"r.

tcl
No. of
pulses

Max.
ampl.
I mAl

Max.
duration
lsl

Top block
temp. incr.

[oc I

Surface
temp. incr.
focl

J

I
13

19

0.474

0.13 1

0.540

0.457

0.0016

0.0011

0.0002

0.0019

t20

153

t22

r29

115

6T

91

117

0.538

0.677

1.3

r.2

2

J

7

6

? top
- a[ester

, bottom4' arrester

5 toP
aûester

5 bottorn
arrester

In order to check which arrester was exposed to more severe poilution conditions this experi-

ment was repeated. The results from the second test are included in Table 4.18.

In both tests the maximum surface temperature of the aïresters depended on where the dry

band had formed earlier, but most frequently the hottest spots appeffed on the bottom part

of the top arrester or on the top part of the bottom anester.

During the second test the artesters' temperatue increased more. The maximum top block

temperature increase reached 8 oC in the 19th cycle and maximum surface temperature rise
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of 6 oC was noticed after the 18th and 19th cycte.

Tab.4.18. Wet Slurry Method; two arresters in series energized at 18 kV; time

of voltage application 7 min; test No. 2.

Cycle
No.

Qsurf.

tcl
Qint"r.

tcl
No. of
pulses

Max.
ampl.
I mA]

Max.
duration
lsl

Top block
temp. incr.

f.c I

Surface
temp. incr.
[.cl

J

I
T3

18

0.946

1.052

0.682

0.801

0.00049

0.0001

0.0003

0.0003

289

217

t22

75

123

r32

t72

205

1.51

0.89

0.93

1.39

6

l
6

l

; toPT 
arrester

5 top
arrester

^ bothJ arresters

. top
O arrester

4.2.4. Wet Slurr,v Tests nerformed in other laboratories.

Two papers l24l and [26] have discussed the Wet Slurry Tests and the results are shown in

TabIe 4.19.

Tab. 4.19. Results of wet slurry Tests performed in other laboratories.

Reference
number

MCO\

I KV l

Max. temp.
lncrease

t"cl
Remarks

126)

l24l

140
ac

210
ac

245
ac

245
AC

23 -top
26 - bottom

34 -top
23 - middle
>20 - bottom
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22

IEEE 5-hours Wet Slurry Test procedure was
applied; ESDD was nor specifieil.

ESDD - 0.015 mg/cm - borrom unit pollured:
modified method - pollution was applièd n¡¿ice and
then arrester was energized for 15 an¿ZO minutes.

ESDD - 0.015 mÊ/cm - anesrer Dollured
uniformly; modiñed method - arretter polluted
and energized for 10 rnin. and then six iimes
polluted and energized for 20 min.
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4.3. Partial Wetting Test.

4.3.1. Partial Wetting Test Method proposed by standarcls.

The Partial Wetting Test was conducted in accordance with IEEE Standards for Metal Oxicle

Surge Ar¡esters for ac Power Circuits [27].

This test was performed to examine the effects of abnormal wetting on the polluted arresters.

It simulates the performance of transformer-mounted arrester adjacent to a deluge system

that malfunctions and sprays water over the bottom section of a contaminated arrester. Alter-

natively, it could represent the performance of pedestal-mounted contaminated arrester in

a fog. In this way the bottom section of the arrester is wetted [26].

In both of these cases, the wet contaminated bottom section of the arester may force substan-

tial surface leakage currents to flow through the inside elements of the clry top section. If the

contamination level is severe, external flashover of the arrester housing can occur. Less se-

vere contamination can, in the case of metal oxide affesters, cause substantial heating of the

arrester top section, promoting thermal instability [26].

a) Test procedure.

The clean and dry affester was energized atMCOV. After at least one hour the arïester was

de-energized and the contaminant was applied to the entire surface of the lower half of the

arrester, including the undersides of the sheds. The coating was applied heavily enough to

forrn drops of the slurry at the skirts of the housing. The contamination was applied by spray-

ing. Within three minutes of contamination appiication, the arrester was energized at MCOV.

The measurements of leakage current, top block and surface temperatwe were made at the

encl of 15 minutes of energization.

After the measurements the affester was polluted again and energized at MCOV in the same

way as before. After each step, the temperatures and the internal current were measured.
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According to standards the arrester shall have passed this tesf.if l27l :

i) it demonstrares rhermal stability,

ii) no flashovers occurs, or

iii) there is no physical damage to the internal parts as evidenced by inspection.

The contamination suspension components are described in Section 4.2.1.

4.3.2. Results.

The Partial Wetting Test was performed with the aïïester energized at MCOV and.,lZdmes

rhe MCOV.

No changes in internal current, top block temperature and surface temperature were ob-

served before, during and after the test.

44. Dip Test.

The Dip Test was proposed by our laboratory as a moclified version of Partial'Wetting Test.

4.4.1. Dip Test nrocedure.

A clean and dry arrester was dipped into the water with sodium chloride ( NaCl ) and ener-

gized at MCOV. For this test the amount of salt was proposed as 1 g/l which gave a resistivity

of 480 C2cm.

The internal current, the top block temperature and the surface temperature were measured

before, during and after the test. The criteria for passing the test were the same as fo¡ the par-

tial Wetting Test.

4.4.2. Results.
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As in the case of the Partial Wetting Test no difference in

block or surface temperature was observecl.

internal current and no rise of top

{! Test method in accordance with Japanese Standards.

This test was performed in accordance with Japanese Standard "Electrical Standards for Ar-

resters" [28]. This procedure is designed for ac voltage.

During the test the top block and surface temperatures were measured, and a full pulse analy-

sis was performed.

This test was conducted to verify that no discharges occrr in internal parts and that there is

no flashover on the insulator surface under rated voltage on the polluted arrester [26].

4.5.1. Japanese Test proceclure.

ïr
A clean and dry arrester was polluted in a fog

applied by spraying the arrester uniformly until

Fig. 4.13. Japanese Test Method diagram [28].

second cycle

chamber in its test position. Pollution was

the solution was dripping from the surface.
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After the completion of slurry application a 3-minute drip time was allowed. Then the arrest-

er was energized in accordance with the procedure shown in Figure 4.13.Thetest consisted

of four cycles.

According to above standards:

Et =1.24 kV is the maximum voltage / r/3,

where max. voltage for 12 kV rated affester is 12.55 kV [29], and

Ez= 9.48 kV is a rated voltage x 82 7o.

For this test the arrester was sprayed with a solution of 18 g of salt per liter of water which

represents a contamination level of 0.1 mg/cmz.

4.5.2. Results.

During this test data was collected separately for every cycle. After that full pulse analysis

was performed.

Tab.4.20. Japanese Test Method results.

Cycle
No.

Qsurf.

tcl
Qint"r.

tcl
No. of
pulses

Max.
ampl.
t mAl

Max.
duration
Is]

Top block
temp. incr.

["c ]

Surface
temp. incr.
["c]

1

2

J

4

2.9t2

1.416

0.330

0.948

0.00006

0.00007

0.00008

0.00006

303

183

r28

142

321

236

6t

376

t.97

1.62

1.87

r.59

5

6

7

9

5

5

6

I

During this test scintillation pulses were observed mostly at the beginning of each cycle. As

in the Wet Slurry Test they were observed during the first few minutes until the arrester dryed

out. The total time of voitage application in one cycle was I minand,20 sec. After the fourth

cycle the arrestet's temperature increasecl by 9 "C inside and by I oC on the surface.
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4.6. Salt Fos Test.

The Salt Fog Test was conducted in accordance with IEC Publication 501 1231.

4.6.1. Salt Fog Test proceclure.

This procedure was developed for testing insulators under pollution. The main part of it was

the withstand test. Because of the electrical properties of the arrester, the withstand test coulcl

not be applied to it. Therefore in this experiment the procedure was modified and the thermai

properties of the arresters were investigated under negative dc voltage at the MCOV level.

The Salt Fog TÞst was performed in the fog chamber described in chapter 2.4 using the fog

generated by nozzles spraying a solution of water with salt. The test was performed for three

different levels of solution salinity: 20, 56 and 1 60 g of salt per liter.

The time duration for this test was 2 hours, but because of the computer memory capacity

the data was collected for the first hour only. The top block temperature was controlled

throughout the time of test duration.

4.6.2. Results.

Tab. 4.2I. Salt Fog Test results.

Solutior
salinity
L elrl

Solution
conduct.
I S/tn ]

Qsurf.

tcl
Qint.

tcl
No. of
pulses

Max.
ampl.
tmAl

Max.
duratio
Is]

Top block
temp. incr.

["c ]

20

56

160

2.9

7.4

11.8

0.12t

0.00048

0.0076

0.0042

0.0016

0.0005

883

29

84

8.5

2.7

TI.1

0.78

0.06

0.2

5

2

1

During these tests, the surface current was very weak, consisting of small a number of short

pulses. In the Salt Fog Method the separation of internal and surface currents was difficult
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because of the deposit of a conducting sait layer on the silicon grease surface. As a result,

the arrester internal current observed on the scope was larger and contained more pulses than

in the other experiments.

The largest temperature increment was observed for the lowest solution salinity. This is prob-

ably due to the fact thatatthe lower salinity level the pollution deposit is more non-uniform.

Than the probability of dry bands and scintillation pulses is higher. At the higher salinity lev-

el the surface pollution and the current distribution are more uniform. The results of the Sait

Fog Test are shown nTable 4.21.

4.6.3. Salt Fog Tests performed in other laboratories.

As was mentioned before there are no results available for distribution class arresters. All

published data for transmission ciass arrester corresponded to ac voltage. Four paper s 1241,

1261, [30) and [31] were locared which discuss results of the Sart Fog Tesr.

Tab. 4.22. Results of salt Fog Tests performed in other laboratories.

Reference
number

MCOV
ac

tkvl
Max. temp.
mcrease

t cl
Remarks

126l

t 30l

l24l

t 31 l

140

2t0

292

145

215

23 -29

40 -46

40

s0

'7^

120

salinity 56 gll: duration 60 min ;

max. temperature on bottom unit.

salinity 56 gA: duration 10 hours ;
max. temperature on top unit.

salinity 14 gll: duration l0 hours ;

max. temperature on top unit.

salinity 56 gll; duration 5 hours ;

max. temperafure on top unit.

salinity 40 gÃ; duration 2 hours.

salinity 1.5 ell; duration 2.5 hours.
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4.7. Non-polluted arrester energized at 15 kV.

This test was conducted in order to check the possibility of heating the ar¡ester by a higher

internal current.

During this test the voltage was increased gradually from 9 to 15 kV. The internal cur¡ent

increased 17 times and at 15 kV reached the value of 1.75 pA. Then the voltage was main-

tained at 15 kV for one hour. During this time current did not increase further. The relation

between curent and voltage for the arrester energized at a temperature of 2I oC is shown

atFigwe 4.14.

0.3 0.s 0.7 0.9 r.3 r.7 1.9

Current

Fig. 4. 14. Non-polluted affester at 21 oC 
; V-I characteristic.

The surface and the top block temperatüe did not increase during this test. Even though that

the current increased 17 times the power dissipation inside arrester was still very small. It

was in the milliwatts range.

(.)
ôo
s15
o

14

13

t2

11

10

1.5

7l



4.8. Summar)¡ of the results of performed tests.

In this part ali results obtained in the various tests are presented. In some cases small rnodifi-

cations were made to make the comparison easier. Because in almost every test the time dura-

tion of voitage application was different, two of the main parameters: the charge in the sur-

face current and number of pulses were norm alized to the value per one minute. In the case

when test was performed two or three times only one result is presented. For tests which con-

sisted of several cycles the highest temperature increment is shown.

Tab.4.23. Results of performed tests.

Applied procedure Qsurr.

tcl

No. of
pulses

Max.
ampl.

lmAl

Max.
dur.

Is]

Top þ1.
tem. rnc.

["c ]

Surface
tem. inc.

["c ]

Solicl Deoosit Methoc

ESDD - light

ESDD - moderate

ESDD - heavy

Kaolin - heavy

Kaolin - light

ârrester top shed polluted.

arrester bottom shed pol.

arrester half polluted.

alrester polluted in unif.
"U" shape.

alrester polluled in non-
uniform "U" shape.

single arrester ; fog
sup"ptlea *ìtr, drefit.
lwo Íìresters in series ;
fog supplied with breaks. 

I

single arrester energized 
I

at 12 MCOV. I

0.0032

0.0023

0.02

0.014

0.00s9

0

0

0.0012

0.013

0.0075

0.0065

0.013

0.024

10

32

23

15

t9

0

0

6

46

29

7

17

8

48.4

86.33

167.58

100.0

31.64

0

0

1s.6

83.2

36.72

60.0

73.0

237.0

0.083

0.487

0.31r

0.68

0.499

0

0

1.866

0.616

0.351

0.406

0.266

0.603

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

J

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/e

N/A

N/A

N/A

NiA

NiA

N/A

N/A

N/A
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Table 4.23 continued

Applied procedure Qsurf.

tcl

No. of
pulses

Max.
ampi.

t mAl

Max.
dur.

Is]

Top bl.
temp. rnc

['c ]

Surface
temp. inc

["c ]

Wet Slurq¿ Method

arrester energ. at MCOV.
volt. applied for 15 min.
arrester energ. at MCOV.
volt. applied for 7 min.

arrester energ. at MCOV;
volt. applied for 4 min.

rr. energ. at I}MCOV;
volt. appìied for 4 min.
two âresters in series;
volt. applied for 7 rnin.

0.063

0.205

0.296

0.391

0.15

6

28

24

7T

3i

181.6

r92

200

330

r32

t.9l

r.73

t.33

1.71

0.89

6

1

8

I3

7

N/A

NiA

13

9

6

Partial Wettins Test

arrester energ. at MCOV.

¿ìrr. energ. at./ 2 MCOV.

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Dip Test

¿ürester energ. at MCOV. 0 0 0 0 0 0

Jananese Standards

0.399 4T 32t r.97 9 8

Salt Fog Test

fog conduct. -2.9 Slm

fog conduct. -7.4 Slm

fog conduct. - 17.8 SÁn

0.002

0.00001

0.00012

15

0.5

1.5

8.5

2.7

11.7

0.87

0.06

0.2

5

2

1

N/A

N/A

NiA

The histograms of scintillation pulse amplitude, time duration and number and charge in the

surface current for tests presented above are included in Appendix B.
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Chapter 5 EI,ECTRCISTAT{C F{ÐLÐ ANAI ySnS.

This chapter includes the results of Electrostatic Field Analysis conducted by use of

computer softwarepackage "ALGOR". Voltage and the Electric Field distribution along the

non-polluted arrester were calculated using the Finite Element rnethod.

Voltage ancl Electric Field distribution.

Voltage ( kV )

9

I

1

6

5

4

J

2

1

0
20

ZnO

40

ZnO

80 90

ZnO

100
Length ( Vo )

ry, "m ,Ø

Fig. 5.1. Voløge distribution along EPDM arresrer.
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a')q
(o

9.54 R

Fig.5.2. Electric Field distribution ourside the EPDM affesrer.
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3.82 R

Fig. 5.3. Electric Field distriburion of the upper part of rhe EpDM arrosrer.



3.82 R

Fig. 5.4. Electric Field disnibution of the lower part of the EpDM arrester.



Chapter 6 CONCX,IJSIONS.

The purpose of this study was to assess and compare existing procedures evaluating the abil-

ity of distribution class arresters energizecl with dc voltage to perform stably in a wet-pol-

luted environment.

Chapter 1 infoduces the scope of rnetal oxide surge arresters housed in EPDM and presents

short review of their general properties inciuding V-I characteristic, thermal stability and

pollution effects.

Chapter 2 comprises the bulk of work related to this study i.e. the experimental work which

consisted of setting up the testing circuit, constructing the fog chamber and developing the

data acquisition system.

In chapter 3, a flashover mechanism of poliuted arrester proposed by Obenaus is deveioped.

Additionally in this chapter a short literatwe review of research conducted in Japan and in

the USA on HVDC porcelain and glass insulators is presented.

In chapter 4,the results of artificial pollution tests, their description and proposed modifica-

tions are described. Whenever available, the results of tests carried out in other laboratories

are attached. The conclusions which are presented below are composed mostly of the results

obtained from this chapter.

Chapter 5 includes the results of Electric Field Analysis conducted by use of computer soft-

wa¡e ALGOR. The electric field and voltage distribution along the polluted arrester are ana-

lyzed.

From the conducted research and results obtained one main conclusion can be derived:

The distribution class arresters energized with dc voltage are heated only by scintiliation

pulses developed on the surface. The internal current even under highly non-uniform volt-

age distribution is unable to heat arrester. This has been shown in a test described in Section

4.7 , wherc the non polluted arrester was energiz ed, at avoitage 25Vo abovethe rated voltage.
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The internal current rose 17 times but the dissipated power inside arrester was stiii very

stnall, in the rnilliwatts range. These findings were confirmed by results obtained from artifi-

cial poilution tests conducted in this work. Whenever the temperafure of the arrester in-

creased it was caused by arcing at the arrester's surface.

Because of these facts all of the procedures tested cannot be directly applied to clistribution

class arresters energized with dc voltage. These procedures assess aüesters mostly according

to their thermal behavior and exclude tests in which arresters run away thermally. This work

showed that distribution class arresters energized with dc voltage will never run away ther-

mally unless complete flashover occurs.

In many publications a large temperature increment was observed, even up to 120 .C 
[28].

This can be explained by the following:

a) under ac applied voltage the current from the surface of the arrester can flow to the metal

oxide blocks by capacitive coupling,

b) with transmission class affesters tested the power power dissipated inside arrester was

larger,

c) transmission class arresters are of larger size and voltage distribution can be more non-

uniform.

From the results obtained and the availabie literature the following additional conclusions

can be clrawn:

1. The Solid Deposit Test should not be longer than two hours in duration (Section 4.1 and

paper t28l). Longer fog application will result in washing off of the pollution layer. The

test can be extended only if the fog is not applied continuously.

2. From publications 124,28,30I it can be concluded that the temperature rise of the arrester

is higher when the bottom unit is polluted more heavily.

3. Papers 124,27,28 I propose that in the Salt Fog Test the temperature rise is iarger for

higher conductivity of the contaminating liquid, but results from Sectio n 4.6.2 and from
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publication [29] show that the highest temperature rise occurred for the smallest solution

salinity. This can be explained by the fact that at the lower salinity the poilution deposits

are more non-uniform. In this case the probability of dry bands and scintillation pulses

formation is higher. When the salinity level and fog intensity are too large dry bands cannot

be formed and the uniform current flows along the surface of the arrester.
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,{PPENÐ[X A

Appendix A contains the software programs developed for data acquisition ancl analysis.

Table A.1 describes the programs developed for various objectives.

Table 4.1 : List of software programs.

Program

DATACQ

PULDET

PULANA

Descriotion

Data Acquisition.

Pulse Detection.

Pulse Data Analysis.

ÐATACQ

RF\4 *x'****t<***ìt{<{<*:k***{<*<t<{< PfOgfam nO. 01 ***{<**t<*****>k***'t.***{<*rt*{<r<rk*{<***{<'&

REM

REM

REM This is the program that calls the data acquisition library functions
REM for programming multìple A/D conversions and store in a disk file.
REM

RF.\d f'*******t<****>l<***t<t<t<*ir*lk***Jr*i,<***********r<***t<lq****{<**:t<{<t<***<d<*<*,t*<*{<t<****

coNST NUMCHANS = 2 ' the # of chan¡rels we're scanning

coNST NUMPOINTS = 28800000 'total number of points to acquire

CONST RATE = 8000.0 ' sampling rare

cls

i7o = O ' loop counter and anay index
boardVo = | ' slot[D number of board
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boud'I\peVo =ll ' board cocle

k..enVo = 0 ' holds DOS LabDriver error code

DIll4 chansVo(NUMCHANS - l) ' anay storing channels

DIl'l gainsVo(NUMCHANS - l) ' anay storing gains

numTimeoutTicks& = 0 ' tick count for Timeout_config call
inpuftnode%=l

rangeVo=10

polaityVo=0

REM

RF.M {<{<'i<>i<{<:k*rÉ:kt<** Fill the Channel and gain AITayS fOr MIO_16 r<{<*{<**r<r<{<**r<r<*{<

io/a = 0

WHILE i% < NUMCHANS

chans7o(iVo) = iVo

gains7o(iTo) = I
iVo=iVo+l

WEND

RF.M *******:&{<**<d<****'&*t<*** Board initialization *:krk*<***r<*{<:&{<*r<*{<**r<*<*{<****r<*

k..err Vo = Init. DA. B rds % (bo ard Vo, bo ar fi peVo)

i..dwnmyVo = AI.Config (boudVo, inpuûnode7o ,rangeVa,poluity%o )

REM ***rk****rk**r<****)k{<t<*r<** Timg out calculation ***:r******J<*:k****{<*>k******<*

numTimeOutTicks& = (NUMPOINTS /RATE) * ZO

IF numTimeOutTicks& < 20 TFIEN

numTimeOutTicks& = 20

END IF

numTimeOutTicks& =-1

k. . en Vo = Tim e o u t. C onfi gVo (b o u do/o, numTi m eO utTi cks &)

print "errl =", k..eÍto/o

RF.þ1 **'r************* Data aCqUiSitiOn tO a diSk file **d(r<r<*r<*****r<{<*******{<*

k..err%o = SCAN.to.Diskvo (boudvo, NUMCHANS, chanszo0 , gainsvo}, "dat", NUMp6INTS,
RAIE, O.O#,0)

print " erf2=" , k..erÍo/o

print "NO=",NUMPOINTS
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REM **t<x:i**r<**>k**:k*+<***r<'k'& DOne With pfogfam:i<*{<x:i*****r<{<r<*<+****r<>kìk*:kr()kr<*:r,i<,ì<

k..en Vo = CI oselnte rfaceMutager Vo

REM $INCLUDE:'intl.inc'
REM $INCLUDE:'int2.inc'
REM $INCLUDE:'avg2.inc'

P{JT,ÐET

REM ¡k*{<+"¡*'ì(*{<t<*{<>k{<{<{<***{<** PfOgfam nO. 02 A >,<{<**:k**)k*:i:k*{<t<*:f<{<:J<*,k*>k**t<***t<t<**

REM

REM

REM This is the program that read the data from the disk file to memory
REM buffers, analyse and store pulse data in disk files.when no pulses

REM in internal current is accounted.

REM

RF\4 *X***lkt<ìt*{<r<*t<*******{<lkr<****)i<{<:k**<'&d<t<t<{<t<:&:&***lk{<:kt<*{<r<*{<lk*(*'k:kt<*t<t<+<:*{<x**lk****

CONST RATE=8000 ' sample rate

CONST LENGTH=16000 'buffertengrh
CONST HLENGTH=8000

CONST REALRATE=RATE*0. 5

DIM buf As STRING * 32000 ' string for storing acquired data
DIM data.bufTo(I-ENGTH) ' bufferfor storing acquired data

COMMON S HARED I data.búl data.bufVo}

DIM dl.buf7o(HLENGTH)

DIM d2.buf7o(HLENGTH)

DIM vl.anal#(8190)
DIM v2.anay#ftILENGTH)

DIM time.array#(HLENGTH)

DIM uI#(HLENGTH)

DrM D#(8000)

DIM fuI#(HLENGTH) ' buffer for storing pulses

DIM Vavg#(HLENGTH) ' bufferforstoring data in ch. 2
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DIM y1#(HLENGTH) 'buffer for storing inigrated values
DIM yZ#(HLENGTH) ' buffer for storing inigratecl values

DIM pj&(a000)

DIM pk&(a000)

DIM finti#(4000)

DIM fint2#(4000)

DIM cuchl#(4000)

DIM cuch2#(4000)

DIMxVo(4000)

cls

nVo=0

i7a=0

boardVo = I

boardTlpe% =11

k..enVo = 0

inputrnode%=1

rangeVo=10

polantyVo=o

k7o=LENGTH

l%=k%o12

mVo=lVa-I

' no of cycles

' Ioop counter and array index

' slotÂD number of boa¡d

'board code

' holds DOS LabDriver error code

'inpuûnode

' range

'polarity

REM

RF.\4 **'r'****t<**{< initializing the bgafdàk{<{<*t<*{<{<**4<***'t.*ri<*r<r<{<*d<**{<****r<x**,k***

k. en o/o = Init. DA. B rd s 7o (b o ard Vo, b o ar df\p eVo)

i.. dumm y 7o = AI. Confi g (bo ar dVo, inputrno de%,r NrgeVo,polañty Vo )

RF.M >kt<**{<***+<t<* Open OUt pUt fileS fOr StOring p¡lSe5**x*******{<t<{<*******<***

handlVo = OpenFileTo ("sf3u1", 2,2,1)

hand i l7o = OpenFileVa ("sf3umt" , 2, 2, l)

handlLVo = OpenFileTo ("sf3tdl", 2,2,1)

hutdl37o = OpenFile7o ("sf3þ1", Z, Z, l)

hmdZTVo = OpenFileVo ("sf3avg}",2,2, l)
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hpmel,l% = LoadPanel ("intl.uir", HINA)
hpanelZVo = LoadPanel ("int2.uir", HINB)
hpanel37o = LoadPanel ("avg2.uir", HAVG)

REM *t<r& Read the sample data ftom the cüsk file and into a memor] buffs¡**x

Nul&=0
Numl&=0

Fil=O 'addition of intigrated values

Fi2=0 'addition of intigrated values

AVD=0

m%=1800

for no/o=0 to ll99

x%o(nVo)=(nVo+1)*2 ' 2=(HLENGTH /REALRATE)

p&=CLNG(n7o)

handle7o = OpertFile7o ("dat", l, 2, 0)

I..dummy& = SetFilePtr &. (handle%, 32000& *p&, 0)

i..dummy.Vo = ReadFile (hmd\e7o, buf$,32000)

i..dummy Vo = ScanVo (buf$, " Vo 1 6000ilzl> Vo I 6000i", data.buf Vo 0)

i..dummy Vo = CloseFi Ie Vo (hmdle7o)

REM t<***t<*rk**'&,k*)k******* Sepefate 2 ChafUfelS *t<***'&*******r<****å!****r<**'&**,k:t

i.. dummy Vo = S CAN. Demu x (data. b uf%o 0, kVo, Z, 0)

i..dummy7o = ScartTo (data.bufVoj,,,Vo*i>Vo*i,,,(lo/o),(lVo), dI.bufVoj)
i..dummy% = ScanVo (data.bufVo0, "Vo*i¡i*12To*i",(lVo),(lVo) ,(IVo) , dL.bufVoj)

RF.\4 **r'*****{<*****:&******* Sgale tO VOltage **<{<********'kr<rk**d<d<c<***{<ìr*<****'k*

k..en%o = daq.scaleVo (bo ardVo, I,lVo, d7 .blfVoQ,v 1 . anay#0 )
k..enVo = daq.scaleTo (boudVo, l,lVo, d2.bufVo0,vL.uray#0 )

RF.l1d *'i*l.X*t<*****:!{<***tk**)i<* InVefSiOn rÉ*:i<*lk*>j<t<***:i<*)i(*'k***>f***tF*<t<**{<{<*,Í<*,i<***;k

CALL Abs 1D (v l.array#0, lVo, v l.anay#0)
CALL Abs I D (v2.array#0, lo/o, vZ.anay#0)

RF.¡4 *XX*****d<{<lct<+**{<{<**lk{<t< MUltipliCatiOn ********<ìkd<t<lk*{<*rk{<{<lkf<***{<***{<t<*d<*tk



CALL LinBv I D (v 1. array#0,lVo, 0.1 6, 0.0, v 1 .anay#0)

CALL LinEv 1 D (v2.array#0,lVo, 0.00001 82, 0.0, v2.arr ay#Q)

RF\4 +.1.i.*****:i<{<*{<*:t'i<,tt<tr<{<{<t<t< COnVeú tO time SCale:&:r*r<{<**,r<+<r<t<*:j<,r**{<*<*>k>k*,k:rd<**

for iVo= 0 to mVa

g#=i%offiALRATE

h#=l%IREALRATE
j;flft=g#+h#*nVo

time.array#(iVo)=6¿ç

nextiVo

RF,M *********rktr<*****t<*r<* Chan¡rel I pulse Analysis*******>¡<*'Ê**{<*s<+<d<tr<r&***:&:k*>k>k

jjVo=0

jkVo=0

kkVo=0

io/o=0

wl'lle iVo <= 7995

mi7o=0

for llVo=iVo to iEo+3 'Differences for 5 pts.

D#(miVo)=vllnay#(llo/o+1!vl.array#(llVo)

miVo=mi%o+I

nextllVo

ifD#(0)>0then
ifD#(1)>0then
ifD#(2)>0then
ifD#(3)>0then

VR l=v l.array#(iVo)

tpL=time.uray#(iVo)

i. . dum m y % =Fm tFi I e (hutd7 3 Vo," Vo s<Vo f ," 
"t-çt 

l)

while vl.array#(iVo+7) > VR1

Yk7o=l<ko/o+l

jjVo=jjVo+l
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u l#(kkVo)=v 1 . array#(i 7o)-vR 1

ful#QjVo)=ul#(LkVo)

|dummyVo=FmtFile(hmdlVo,"VoslTof ,",ul#(kk?a))

i7o=iVo+l

if iVa > 1995 then

vl.uray#(iVo+1) = -1
end if

wend

ifl&Vo>0then
l<mlVo=þ'kVo

uml=0

td7=kmlVoIREALRATE

for l<kVo= I to funl%o

if ul#(kkVo) > um1 then

uml=ul#(kkZo)

end if

nextkk7o

jk%=jk%o+l

i.. dummy Vo=Fm tFi I e (h and 1 I Vo," Vo s1Vof, ",um 1 )
i.. dunmy Vo=Fm tFi I e (hutdlTVo," To s<Eof ,",tdl)

print "n=",117o, "vrl =",VR 1,"um 1 =",um 1 r"td 1 =",td 1, "tp 1 =",tp 1

l<kVa=0

um1=0

end if

end if
end if
end if
end if

iVo=iVo+I

wend

pi&(nvo)=clNcCjTo)

Pk&.(nVo)=CLNG(1k%)
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Nul&=Nul&+pj&.(nVo)

Num 1 &=Num I &.+pk&.(nVo)

RF.\,r1 **'*x***rkt<t<**{<*t<+<**{,*x*}t** Ch. 1 IntegfatiOn {<:i(t<{<****r<*)i<'k*,k*(r<{<**<***r<r<*r<r<r<r<*,k

ifjjo/o>0then

dti#IiREALRATE 'sampling interval ch.l
Initl#tul#(O) 'iniriat condition ch.l
Finall#=fu1#Qiqo-Ð 'final condition ch.l

call Integ rate (ful# 0,JjTo dt I #, Init 1 #,Final 1 #, y 1 #0 )

frntl # (nTo)=y I # Q 
j 7o - l)

Fi l=Fi1+fintt#(nVo)

end if

RF.M *'|.*************t<** Chamel 2 AVefage **>Nd<*>k**{<>F**{<**:t*)&*{<***:k{<*****>kr<**

Vad=0

for iVo=o to 7999

Vad= Vad+ v 2. arr ay # (iTo)

nextio/o

Yavg#(nVo)=Vad/8000

i..dummy7o=FmtFile(hutdT|Vo,"Vos<Vof ,",yavg#(nVo))

AVD=AVD+Yavg#(nVo)

REM ****rk**:F+<*********<t<8+***)F Ch.2 IntegfatiOn +rk****+*{<:!*****>k*+{<*****:k******

dI2#=IiREALRATE 'sampling interval ch.2
Irut2li--v2.uray#(0) 'initial condition ch.2
Final2#=v2.anay#(7999) 'final conditi on ch.Z

call Integrat e (v 2.array#O, 8 000,dt2#,lnit2#,Final Z#,yL#o)

frntZ#(nVo)=yZ#(7999)

Fi2=Fi2+fint}#(nVo)

RF.M ***t<*t<t<'F)t'i<****<**d<*àk*** PIOt the pUlSe data ***{<***l<d<****àk{<{<*r<4<>!t<r<**4<d<:&**

nextnVo
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cuchl#(0)=fint1#(0) 'Cumulative analysis

for iVo=7 to rnVo

cttchl#(iVo)=clchl#(iVo-l)+fintl#(iVo)

nextiVo

cuch2#(0)=fin2#(0) 'Cumulative analysis

for io/o=I to nnVo

cuch2#(it/o)=cuùA#G%-l)+fin}#(Vo)

nexti%o

AYG2=AYDlrrr'Vo

print

print "No. of Surface Pulse Pts. =",Nu1&
print "No. of Surface Pulses =",Num1&
print "Value of Surface Pulse Integr¿¡io¡ =",Fi I
print

print "Average Intemal Current -",AVG2
print "Value of Intemal Current Integration -',,Fiz

RF.\4 i.**.****{<*****{<***r<* plot the Integrated values ***{<**>k***{<r<****,{<{<*d<{<{<***

i..dummyTo = Displ ayPan el (hpmellZo)

i..dvrnmyvo = PIotXY (hpanelrvo, HINA.GRAPH,x%o0, cuchl#O, Ítrrvo, r,4, 0, 0, 1, 6)
i..dummyVo = GetKey

i..dummyTo = OutputGraph (-1, "", l, hpanell7o, HINA.GRAPH)

i.. dummyTo = DisplayPan el (hpmel27o)

i..úmrmyvo = PlotXY (hpanelTvo, HINB.GRApH,xvo0, guct.2#O,ÍrÍrvo, l,4, 0, 0, l, 6)
Ldwnmy%o = GetKey

i..durnmyVo = OutputGraph (-1, "", l,hpmel}Vo, HINB.GRAPH)

RF.M **d<*********ì!(*** PlOt the 1S aVerage Of Intemal C¡rfent ****************

i..durnmy Vo = Displ ayPanel (hpanel 3 %)

i..dwnmyVo = PlotXY (hpurcl3%o, HAVG.GRAPH,xVo0, Vavg#0, ÍtïrVo,l,4, 0, 0, 1, 6)
i..dummyVo = GetKey

i..dummy% = OutputGraph (-1, "", 1, hpanel3%,LIAVG.GRApH)

IìEM ¡!*r,.''*{<t<**{<t<rkt<t<***{<***** DOne With pf0gfAm *t<**d<r<********d<*******{<*******

k.. en Vo = Cl o selnte rtaceMutager Vo
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REM $INCLUDE:'ama.inc'
REM $INCLUDE:'amb.inc'
REM $fNCLUDE:'dua.inc'
REM $INCLUDE:'dub.inc'
REM $INCLUDE:'pta.inc'
REM $INCLUDE:'prb.inc'
REM $INCLUDE:'cam.inc'
REM $INCLUDE:'cdu.inc'
REM $INCLUDE:'cti.inc'

PULANA

RF\4 *****{<****<:&t(t<{<******** PfOgfam nO. 03 t<***t<{<**,&**d<+<**'k****{<*<*d<{<*{<*{<rkr<r<*,k

REM

REM

REM This is the program that read the pulse data from disk files
REM to memory buffers and make statistical Analysis - Histogram, Mean,
REM Std.Deviation, Maximum & Minimum, Cumilative analysis.
REM

RFþ1 +'i"l'*+*lk+<*{<**)r**t<àk{<{<**t<*t<t<'t.r<**:k********r<***t<{<****d<*lkt<*d<*{<****t<d<,k,k***t<*{<:!*

DIM umi.buf#(8000)

DIM um2.buf#(8000)

DIM tdl.buf#(8000)

DIM td2.buf#(8000)

DIM þ1.buf#(8000)
DIM tp2.buf#(8000)

DIM hism 1%(200),axim i#(200),cuam lVo(200)
DIMlrism2Vo(200),axim2#(200),cuamZEa(ZO0)

DIM hisd 1 % (200),axid i#(200),cudu I Vo(200)

DlMl'lsd2Vo(200),axid2#(200),cudu2Ea(ZO})

DIM hi sp 1 7o (200), axip 1 # (200),clti I Vo (200)
DIM hi sp2 Vo (2C0),axip2# (200), cut1} Vo (200)

cls

hutdlIVo = OpenFileTo ("sf3um1", 1,2,1)
' hand27%o = OperFileVo ("vm2", I, Z, I)

'buffer to store pulse amplitude ch.1

'buffer to store pulse amplitude ch.Z

'buffer to store pulse duration ch.1

'buffer to store pulse duration ch.2

'buffer to store pulse time ch.1

'buffer to store pulse time ch.2
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h'andl2Vo = OpenFlle%o ("sf3tdl", 1,2, 1)

'hutd22Vo = OpenFile% ("tdz", I, Z, l)
handl3Vo = OpenFileZo ("sf3þ1", l,Z, I)
' hand23Vo = OperFileVo ("tp2", I, Z, l)

nnIVa=84

it'tftnlVo=30

ndlVo=rrnlVo

intdl7o=intmIVo

nplVo=rwtlVo

intplVo=intmlVo

'nmZVo=

'intm2Vo=200

'nd2To=rvn2Vo

'intdLVo=Z}}

'np2Vo=runTVo

'inLp2Vo=200

i..dummyTo = OpenlnterfaceManager

hpaT o/o = LoadPanel ("ama.ui r",HAMA)
'hpa2Vo = LoadPanel ("amb.uir", HAMB)
hpa3Vo = LoadPanel ("dua.uir", HDUA)
'hpa4Vo = LoadPanel ("dub.uir", HDUB)
hpa5Vo = LoadPanel ("pta.uir", HPTA)

'hpa6Vo = LoadPanel ("ptb.uir", HPTB)

hdlel Vo = LoadPanel ("cam.uir",HcAM)

hdle27o = LoadPanel ("cdu.uir",HcDu)

hdle3 Vo = LoadPanel ("cti.uir",HCTI)

IìEM *******<t<******d<r<*{<*****ReAd dAta

'no. of elements in ch.1 amplitude file
'no. of intervals

'no. of elements in ch.1 duration file
'no. of intervals

'no. of elements in ch.1 time file
'no. of intervals

'no. of elements in ch.2 amplitude file
'no. of intervals

'no. of elements in ch.2 duration file
'no. of intervals

'no. of elements in ch.2 time file
'no. of intervals

ffOm diSk files * * * * ** :& * * {< * * {< r< {< r< ** {< * * d< {<

i.. dummy Vo = S c anFil e To ((hurd L I Vo), " Vo s> Vo * fIx),,, (nm I Vo), um l . bu f #0 )
'i..dtmmyVo = ScanFileTo ((hand}lVo),"VoslVo*ffxl,,,(rvnZ%o), um2.buf#O)
i-útnmyVo = ScanFile% ((l-tutdlT%), "Vos>Vo*f1xl,, ,(ndIVo), td 1 .buf#0)
' i.. dwnny Vo = S c anFi l e To ((hwrdLTVo), " Vo st Vo * f lxl,,, (nd} Vo), td 2. buf#Q)
i.. dummy Vo = S c anFi I e 7o ((hurd I 3 Vo), " Vo s) Vo * flx1,,, (np I Vo), tp I . bu f #0)
' i. . dummy Vo = S c anFi l e To ((hand23 Vo), " Vo s) Vo * f fx),,, (np2Vo), tp2. buf#Q )
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RFM *{<>k>F'k{<+<t<***t<:k*,k*** HiStOgfam fOf pUISe amplifUde *:&*+<{<*****rÉ**<;&*d(>k+*+<r<:&d<

c al I M axMin (um 1 . bu f# 0,nrn 1 Vo,m ax#,im axVo,min#,vnin7o)

c all Hi s to gram (um l .bu ffi 0,rwt l Vo,min#,m ax#,hi s m l Zo 0, axim I# 0,intnl Vo)

CALL StdDev (um l.buf#0, y:r;;rl Vo, meanarn 1#, stdam 1#)

cutrnlo/o(0)=hism lVo(O) 'Cumulative analysis

lor iVo=l to inrrnTVo

cuamlVo(iVo)=cuamlVo(io/o-I)+hismlVo(iVo)

nexti7a

print

print "No. of Surface Pulses =" ¡trÍrlVo
print

print "Max. Surface Current -",max#
print "Min. Surface Current =",min#
print

print "Mean Surface Current =",meanam 1#

print "Standard Deviation =",stdam 1#

print

print

'foriVo=}to 199

' print ax im 1 #(i % ), hi s m 1 Vo (i Vo), cuan 1 Vo (iVo)

'nexti7o

print

print

REM **********{<*:k{<***********{<******{<*c*>k****xx*

' cal l MaxMin (um 2. buf# 0,mn2Vo,max#,imaxVo,min#,iminVo)
' c aI I Hi s to g ram (um2. bu ffi 0,run2Vo,min#, m ax#, hi sm} Vo 0,axim}# 0,nfrn2Vo)
' CALL StdDev (um2.buf#0, nrn2Vo, meanam2#, stdam2#)

'print "Max. Intemal Current =",max#
'print "Min. Intema.l Cunent =",min#
'print

'print "Mean Intemal Current =",meanam2#
'print"StandardDeviation =",stdam2#
'print
'print
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RF.M rk*:i<)k+.*q<*r<t *:ì<:1(:i<r¡<*** HiStOgfam fOf pUlSe dUfatiOn ,i<r<rÉ,k*:k***{<***r<*:&**:r<***}k>k

c al I M axMin (td 1 . bu f #0, n dl Vo,max#,im ax?o,min#,imino/o)

call Hi s to g ram (td l . buf#O, nd 1 %,m in#, max#,hi scl I Vo 0,axidT # 0,intd,l Vo)

CALL StdDev (tdl.buf#0, ndlo/o, meantdl#, stdtdl#)

cudul%(0)=hisd17o(0) 'Cumulative analysis

for io/o=l to intdlVo

cudulVo(iVo)=cudttIVo(i7o-1)+hisdlVo(iVo)

nextiVo

print "Max. Surface Pulse Duratig¡ =",¡¡¿¡f
print "Min. Surface Pulse Duration =",min#
print

print "Mean Surface Pulse Duratig¡ =",¡¡s¿ntd1#
print "Standard Deviation =",stdtdl#
print

print

'for iVo=O to 199

'printaxidl#(iVo),lttsd|Vo(iVo),cldulVo(iTo)

'nextiVo

print

print

REM {<**:kt<*{<**:&,k*{<**:&*r¡:&*,i<*{<*{<*,k**t<t<{<{<{<ìk****r<{<r¿<{<

'callMaxMin(td2.buf#0,nd2Vo,rnax#,imaxo/o,min#,iminZo)

' c al l Hi s to g rarn (td2. bu f # Q,nd2 Vo,min#,m ax#, hi s cl Z Vo 0, axid2# 0,ntdTVo)
'CALL StdDev (td2.buf#0, nd2Vo, meantd}#, stdtd2#)

'print "Max. Intemal Pulse Duratign =",max#
'print "Min. Intemal Pulse Duratig¡ =",min#
'print
'print "Mean Intema-l Pulse Duration =",rneantd2#
'print "Standard Deviation =",stdtd2#
'print
'print

RF,M {<*'F>k*)k}tt<********** Histogram for pulse time 'Í<t<:i<****{<***d<****:k*******

cal I M axMin (þ I . bu f #0,np I Vo,max#,imaxVo,min#,iminZo)

call Hi s to gram (þ l . buf#0,np l 7o,min#,m ax#,hi sp l o/o 0,axip I# 0,intp l Vo)

' CALL StdDev (þ 1 .butr0, np I Vo, meantp 1 #, stdtp 1#)
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cutiTo/o(0)=lttsplVo(0) 'Cumulative analysis

for io/o=l to intplo/o

cutilo/o(iVo)=cutilVa(i/o-l)+hisplVa(io/o)

nextiVo

print'Time-First Surface Pulse =",min#
print'Time-Last Surface Pulse =",max#
print

print

'for iVo=O to I99
' p ri nt ax ip I # (i %),htsp I Vo (iVo),cutt I Vo (iVa)

'nextiVo

print

print

REM lkX{<*{<*{<{<ìkr<{<*t<'&***lk:k**rl<t<>k**+<t<>kri<{<*:i<*ìk{<d<t<***r<*

'caIIMaxMin(tp2.buf#0,npLVo,max#,imaxVo,min#,imtn7o)

' c al l Hi s to g ram (tp2. bu f# 0,np2 Vo,min#,m ax#, hi sp2 Vo 0,axip}# 0;lrrþ2 qo)

' CALL StdDev (tp2.buf#0, np2Vo, meanþ2#, stdfp2#)

'print "Time-First Intemal Pulse =",min#
'print "Time-Last Irrtemal Pulse =",max#
'print

'print

RF.\4 xx**********{<**{<:e**d<*:&**+< Plot Histograms {<**,k**{<*****rr>k*******¡k**r<**,¡.*

i..dummy% = DisplayPanel (hpalVo)

i..dummyvo =PlotXY (hpalvo,HAMA.GRApH, aximl#O,hism1%0, intmrvo,4,l,3,o, 1,6)
i..útmmyVo = GetKey

i..dwnmyVo = OutputGraph (-1, "", L,hpalo/6, HAMA.GRAPH)

' i.. dummy Vo = DisplayPa¡r el (hpa2Vo)

'i-.dummyvo = PlotXY (hpa2vo, HAMB.GRApH, axim2#0,hism2va),intmzvo ,4,1,3,0, 1, 6)
'i..dummyVo = GetKey

' i.. dummy Vo = OutputGraph (- 1, "", l, hpa2o/o, HAMB.GRAPH)

i..dummyTo = DisplayPan el (hpa3Vo)

Liwnmyvo = PlotXY (hpa3%, HDUA.GRAPH, axidl#0, hisdlzo0, intdrvo,4, t,3,0, 1, 6)
i..dummyVo = GetKey

i..dwnmyVo = OutputGraph (-i, "",l,hpa3Vo, HDUA.GRAPH)
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' i.. dummy Vo = Displ ayPan el (hpaLVo)

'i-dummyvo = PlotXY (hpa4vo, HDUB.GRAPH, axid2#0, rtsdzvo0,intdzva,4,l,3,0, l, 6)
'i..dtmmyVo = GetKey

'|.dtmmyTo = OutputGraph (-1, "",l,hpa4%o, HDUB.GRAPH)

i..ùxnmy Vo = DisplayPan el (hpa5 Vo)

i..dwnnyvo = PlotxY (hpaívo, HPTA.GRAPH, axipl#0, hispl%0, intplvo,4, 1,3,0, l, 6)
i..útmmyVo = GetKey

i..dunmy7o = OutputGraph (-1, "",1,hpaíVo, HPTA.GRAPH)

' i..dummy Vo = Di splayPan el (hpa6Vo)

' i..dummy vo = PlotxY (hpa6vo, HPTB.GRAPH, axip2#O, rtspzvo 0, infp2vo, 4, 7, 3, 0, 1, 6)
'i..dummyVo = GetKey

ï.iummyVo = OutputGraph (-1, "",I,hpa6Vo, HPTB.GRAPH)

RFM ******{<:i<**d<******:j<:t plot Cumulative graphs ***********rk{<****{<***********

i..ùmmy Vo = Displ ayPan el (hdlel Vo)

i..durnmyvo = PlotXY (hdlervo, HCAM.GRAPH, aximl#0 ,cuarnlvoj, intrnl.vo, 4, 1,0,0, l, 6)
i..durnmyVo = GetKey

i..dtxnmy Vo = OutputGraph (-1, "", I, hdlelVo, HCAM.GRAPH)

i-ùxnmy Vo = Displ ayPan el (hdle2Vo)

i..dummyvo = PlotXY (hdre2vo, HCDU.GRApH, axidl#0, cudulzo0,intdrvo ,4, 1,0,0, 1, 6)
i..dwnnyVo = GetKey

i..dwnmyZo = OutputGraph (-1, "",l,hdIeT%o, HCDU.GRAPH)

i..dwnmy Vo = DisplayPan el (hdle3 Vo)

i..dunmyvo =PlotXY (hdle3vo,HCTI.GRApH, axipl#0, cutrvaj,intp7vo,4,l,o,0, 1,6)
i..dummyTo = GetKey

i.. dtxnmy 7o = OutputGraph (- 1, " ", l, l7dle3 Vo, HCTI. GRAPH)

RF'M ****)i<**rkìk{<:&:l.{<:i<{<{<rk{<*d< Done with the program {<{<*{<*{<**t<{<{<**t<*+<t<t<**t<*'!**+<t<:J<{<

i..drmrmy Vo= Closelnterfa ceManagerVo
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,APPÐNÐffi B

Appendix B contains the results of performed tests. Figures presenting charge in the surface

current and histograms of scintillation pulse amplitude, time duration and number are at-

tached in order like in theTable 4.23.

Solid Deposit Method - ESDD: light.
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8.2. Solid Deposit Method - ESDD: moderate.
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8.3. Solid Deposit Method - ESDD: heavy.
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Solid Deposit Method - kaolin: heavy.
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8.5. Solid Deposit Method - kaolin: light.

Solid Deposit Method - arrester haH polluted.
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8.7. solid Deposit Method - arrester polluted in uniform "IJ" shape.
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solid Deposit Method - arrester poiluted in non-uniform ,,rJ,, 
shape.
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Solid Deposit Method - fog supplied with breaks.
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frÐ s8 A8

8.10. Solid Deposit Method - two ar¡esters in

lulse Durarion (s)

series; fog supplied with breaks.
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8.1 1. Solid Deposit Method - single arester energized atr/2 times the MCov.
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B'12. Wet Sluny Method - aïïester energized at MCOV; voltage applied for 15 min.
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8.13. wet sluny Method - affester energized at MCov; voltage applied for 7 min.
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B' 14' Wet Slurry Method - arrester energized at MCOV; voltage applied for 4 min.
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Surlace Cument

8.16. wet sluny Method - two anesters in series; vort¿ge appried for 7 min.
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8.17. Test in accordance with Japanese Standards.
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8.18. Salt Fog Tesr - fog conductiviry: 2.9 S/m.
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8.19. Salt Fog Tesr - fog conductivity: 7.4 S/m.
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8.20. Salt Fog Tesr - fog conductivity: 17.g S/m.
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